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This project is a multidisciplinary study between Archaeology and Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS). Looking at the transition from hunters and gathers to agricultural subsistence and 
how this is reflected in the settlement patterns with the positive association of suitable 
agricultural soils. Furthering research begun in 2009 by Anderson & Simon, this project 
compares the highly maize dependent Monongahela to the maize horticultural practices of the 
Oneota.  The Monongahela upland pattern can be linked to more productive maize agricultural 
soils proving suggesting an increase in agriculture not warfare shifted the settlement pattern. 
Furthermore, the archaeological record demonstrates the transition in settlement patterns as non-
agricultural Archaic and Woodland have been demonstrated to have quantifiably lower soil 
correlations than agricultural time periods, peaking in the Middle Monongahela. On the other 
hand, Oneota localities show two different patterns. The Middle Fox River Passageway reflect 
the middle of the spectrum with the patterns leaning towards agricultural land use, while the La 
Crosse Terrace shows little preference for agriculturally suited soil suggesting that other 
subsistence resources remained more important or pointing to an explanation of intensive ridge 
field systems. This dichotomy in Oneota localities is evidence arguing for the separation of the 
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The prehistoric shift from hunters and gatherers to agricultural societies represents a larger 
cultural change than the entirety of written history combined. This agricultural revolution was so 
successful it left only a few hunting and gathering cultures to survive with none surviving 
untouched today. Despite the importance of this transition little can be said for certain, and many 
researchers simply use the appearance of agriculture in the determination of the next cultural 
periods rather than focusing on the transition itself, while paleoethnobotanists rarely relate 
numerical data spatially and temporally back to the culture and the change in subsistence they 
can represent. Current research has begun to reflect on past investigations to validate or disprove 
previously made claims about subsistence in relations to land use patterns and provide evaluation 
with new computer technologies.  
Research begun in 2009 by Anderson & Simon focused on the land use debates 
demonstrated by Johnson et al. (1989) of the curious upland settlement pattern demonstrated by 
the Monongahela; furthermore, discussions of Gallagher et al. (1985) of Oneota seasonal 
settlement patterns lead to this comparison of two early maize agricultural societies. The 
emergence of maize agriculture at any level, be it full scale or small garden beds, is reflected in a 
shift in land use as people must become sedentary, at least for the growing season, and often seek 
out the best natural soils to grow their crops, and this land use pattern grows with the culture’s 
reliance on maize. The Monongahela Culture occupied the Upper Ohio River Valley from A.D. 
1100 to A.D. 1630., The site distribution data demonstrates their land use pattern shifting to 
upland areas for the advantage of superior crop land rather than military security during the 
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Middle Monongahela phase; meanwhile, the Oneota Culture settled much of the Upper Midwest 
from A.D. 923 to A.D. 1720 and still seasonally moved around for other resources. They had 
substantial facilities investments-hundreds of acres of ridged fields, thousands of deep storage 
pits and were very different from the Late Woodland horticulturalists, even if they are not on the 
scale of the Monongahela villages. Bone isotope analysis depicts a rising reliance on maize 
agriculture for the Ohio Valley from -7.64 to -21.89 δ13C in over 426 specimens  over twenty-
five sites reported by Greenlee (2002), while Pratt (1994) reports that the Upper Mississippi 
River in Wisconsin reliance is around -13.1 to –22.3 δ13C in from a significantly smaller skeleton 
assemblage of twenty-three throughout three sites.   
 Using methods of spatial analysis available through modern Geographic Information 
System (GIS) technology it is possible to reevaluate proposed explanations for settlement shifts 
by examining ecologically based datasets. Examining the correlations between site location and 
prime agricultural soil directly surrounding known sites will yield positive results for shifting 
land use patterns as time progresses and the society becomes more dependent on agriculture. 
Research with the Monongahela Culture demonstrated that agriculturally productive soils were 
actually more abundant in upland locations, yet the Oneota Culture results depict a relatively low 
correlation with maize producing soils, they were still significantly different than non-
agricultural Archaic and Woodland settlement patterns previously investigated in the 
Monongahela study (Anderson and Simon2009b). 
 
BACKGROUND 
This project is a multidisciplinary look at the archaeology of early agriculture societies and their 
land use patterns regionally using GIS techniques. So a general overview of North American 
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origins of agriculture will lead into a review of early agricultural societies; focusing specifically 
on the Monongahela and Oneota, describing the ecological regions they occupied concluded by a 
brief review of the history of GIS & Archaeology.  
 
Origins of Agriculture in North America 
Subsistence patterns are the way a culture, society, or a group of people provide the necessary 
means of survival usually referring to foodstuffs. Unfortunately economical change, as it is 
sometime called, seems to present a veritable “which came first, the chicken or the egg 
argument” with political organization (see Table 1). Foraging is paired with band level societies 
and tribal and chiefdom level societies seem tied to horticulture, pastorialism, and agriculture. 
While this model is still employed today, it is recognized that more cultures, especially within 
North America, fall somewhere between these categories rather than within them. The transition 
between foraging, or hunting and gathering, and numerous forms of agriculture vary throughout 
the world. In some populations like those of the Fertile Crescent the transition was abrupt and 
complete, while native cultures of North America practice horticulture along with foraging 











Table 1: Depicts the approximate date the correlating political and economic organization are present in the 
archaeological record. 
 
Date 300,000 ya 12,000 ya 10,000 ya Present 
Political 
Organization 


















The origins of agriculture have been traced back by paleoethnobotanists and 
archaeologists and it is generally understood that there are seven centers of domestication in the 
ancient world. In the old world, 9,500 B.P. the Fertile Crescent, Yangtze River in the South of 
China around 8,500 B.P., the Yellow River in the North of China around 9,500 B.P., and much 
later in Sub-Saharan Africa as portrayed in Figure 1. In the Western hemisphere, agriculture 
emerged around 9,000 B.P. in Central Mexico, developing the famous New World triad, a 
dietary complete combination of maize, squash, and beans. In South America in the southern 
reaches of the Andes at approximately 7,000 B.P. native peoples domesticate an abundance of 
crops including potatoes, cotton, chili peppers, manioc, and sweet potatoes. Much later around 
5,500 B.P. in the Eastern United States, native inhabitants domesticated sumpweed and 






Figure1: Archaeological centers of domestication versus current agricultural land use pattern around the world. 
(Source: Diamond 2002). 
 
 North American agriculture owes a great deal to the development of the triad in 
Mesoamerica. Maize was the dominate agriculture crop of North America despite the widespread 
domestication of several local domesticates of chenopodium and other grass-like varieties. Smith 
(1998) states that around 1200 B.C. maize was introduced to the Southwestern United States and 
it took roughly a thousand years to reach the Eastern Woodlands via the Great Plains. But a 
culture’s reliance on maize often changed throughout time and not always towards a greater 
dependency either.  
 
Early Agricultural Societies 
By late prehistory a variety of maize adapted cultures had arise across the North American 
landscape. Very few prehistoric maize agriculturalists depended solely on farming resembling 
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our post-industrial society, but rather most often supplemented protein from terrestrial and 
aquatic animals as well as other essential nutrients from other wild, seasonal resources. The most 
well documented maize agriculturalist were in the Eastern portion of the United States and 
included the Monongahela, Susquehannock, Huron, Seneca, Oneida, and Mohawk. Early 
European settlers documented many native tribes spent their summers tending to the corn fields, 
their falls harvesting, and survived off their stores during the winter. Further to the west, 
Mississippian and Oneota with many others cultures within the Great Plains and Southwest 
regions brought maize into their subsistence patterns as their culture expanded.  
 The two cultures on which this study will focus are the late prehistoric Monongahela of 




The Monongahela culture was first discovered in 1939 through the work of Mary Butler in 
Somerset County, Pennsylvania conducted under the Works Progress Administration.  By 1940 
the research program had established community patterns based on seventeen excavated sites, 
giving us detailed descriptions of the circular houses and attached storage facilities associated 
with an intensification of maize agriculture. Anderson and Simon (2009a) demonstrates how this 
translates to the archaeological record as semi-oval floor plans expanding outward from the 
circular housing structure in a flower like design with maize remains often found in context  
(Figure 2). Johnson et al. compiled a synthesis of the Monongahela culture in 1989 and it is this 
work forms the basis for the following summary. 
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 The Monongahela culture is typically be divided into four cultural periods with several 
geographically based phases in each (Figure 3). They are the Early Monongahela circa A.D. 
1100-1250, the Middle Monongahela circa A.D. 1250-1580, the Late Monongahela circa A.D. 
1580-1630, and the Protohistoric Monongahela circa A.D. 1630-1635.  
 
                         
Figure 2: Example of extreme additions to storage capacity typical of later Monongahela settlements. (Source: 






Figure 3: Spatial and temporal distribution of Monongahela Culture (A) Early Monongahela Period ca. A.D. 1100-
1250; (B) Middle Monongahela ca. A.D. 1350-1580; (C) Late Monongahela ca. A.D. 1580-1630; (D) Protohistoric 
Monongahela ca. A.D. 1630-1635. (Source: Anderson & Simon 2009a) 
 
The Monongahela culture occupied much of the lower portion of the Upper Ohio River 
Valley covering portions of modern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Western Virginia, and Ohio. The 
Upper Ohio River Valley area is characterized by a dendritic stream pattern creating steep sided 
upland locations, which has been noted as a probable environmental cause for the upland 
settlement pattern observed for Monongahela society.  Anderson & Simon (2009a) concluded 
that over 70% of Monongahela sites are located on these narrow upland areas, which is atypical 
for agricultural societies in the Eastern United States. So the question becomes why would an 
agricultural society shift to those upland locations? 
 The Monongahela were predominately maize agriculturalists but regularly supplemented 









(2002) show that maize was abruptly adopted and the values range from-7.64 to -21.89 δ13C 
(Appendix A). This analysis is pretty conclusive given the fairly large sample of 426 skeletons 
from twenty-five sites, but bone isotope analysis is not without its flaws. Several common 
problems with bone isotope analysis have to do with sampling bias as many skeletons are 
recovered from burial context mostly of the wealthy. This only provides a snapshot into elite 
dietary practices, which it has been demonstrated that many elites actually gain their maize 
intake indirectly from animals killed while eating the unharvested maize, while low values may 
suggest a disease or personal, dietary preference to avoid maize (Pratt 1994).   
 Several theories exist to explain the Monongahela upland argument as cited in Johnson et 
al. 1989.  William Mayer-Oakes (1955) was the first to suggest that the Monongahela upland 
locations were defensive positions. Later, Richard George (1974) theorized that upland locations 
correlated with a “militarization” of the Monongahela as large palisades became more common 
throughout the archaeological record, which corresponded with the continued growth of 
prehistoric populations in the early-middle Monongahela period. Eventually, the population 
pressure pushed weaker population to less agricultural successful upland locations. This theory 
was very popular and it was not until 1989 when William Johnson (Johnson et al.) suggested that 
the upland transition could be associated with greater agricultural potential linked to better 
agricultural productive, upland soils. Anderson & Simon (2009b) set out to test this hypothesis 
using a GIS analysis of modern agricultural soils and the distribution of Monongahela culture 
sites, along with using viewsheds to disprove any potential military advantage.  The results of 
this study showed that of the sites located in upland locales, over 50 percent were located on 





The Oneota culture is a complex concept in and of itself. Overstreet’s 1994 article calls on the 
archaeological community to come to a decision if the commonality of the shell tempered 
ceramic type is enough to classify these, apparently, different cultural localities underneath the 
umbrella of Oneota, a concept that was outlined by the Columbia Conference in 1962. 
 The Oneota prehistory, defined by Overstreet (1994), ranges from A.D. 923 to A.D. 1720 
including the Emergent Horizon from AD 923-1150; Development Horizon from A.D. 1150-
1350; Classic Horizon from A.D. 1350-1650; and the Historical Horizon from A.D. 1650-1720. 
However, this cultural chronological sequence only applies to the Middle Fox River Passage 
Way, the Door Peninsula Region, and the Lake Koshkonong Region localities located in Western 
Wisconsin, while the La Crosse Terrace Region is often considered an outlier because it traces its 
origins back to Red Wing, Minnesota. The La Crosse Terrace Region has temporal breakdown 
including Brice Prairie (A.D. 1300 - 1400), Pammel Creek (A.D.1400-1500), and Valley View 
(A.D. 1500-1650) (Boszhardt 1994).  So for the purpose of this study the Oneota presence in 
Wisconsin will be referred to by the longest time frame define by Overstreet (1994) as A.D. 923-
A.D.1720. 
 The Oneota occupied most of the Upper Midwest ranging from Ontario in the north, 
Missouri in the south, Nebraska and Kansas in the west, and Indiana and Michigan in the east. 
However, this study focuses on the localities of Oneota located in Wisconsin including the most 
well studied Middle Fox River Passageway, interesting for the urbanizing trend during the 
Classic Horizon. I have also decided to include the outlier, the La Crosse Terrace Region to 
assess the similarities of the settlement pattern. Figure 4 demonstrates the spatial pattern 
exhibited by Oneota localities present in Wisconsin. 
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Figure 4: Oneota localities by region in Wisconsin. 
  
 The Oneota Culture are considered maize agriculturalists; in fact, if it were not obvious 
charred floral remains found in large storage pits and ridged fields and garden beds there would 
be little evidence of maize in prehistoric Wisconsin. Pratt (1994) reports that the Upper 
Mississippi River in Wisconsin reliance is around -13.1 to –22.3 δ13C in from remains of twenty-
three human skeletons throughout the three sites of Midway Village (47LC19), Overhead Site 
(47LC20), and Dahl Site (47LC148) all located in La Crosse County, Wisconsin. Indicating a 
substantial use of maize, and is very different from the Woodland values. For exact values of 
Pratt’s bone isotope analysis see Appendix A, Table 2. While utilizing maize, the Oneota are 
much better known for the unusual seasonality in their subsistence strategy paired with intensive 
ridge agricultural systems. Many of their winter habitation sites have never been identified 
leading many to believe they travel to the Great Plains to hunt bison (Theler 1989). This is 
unusual because the ideology of agriculture usually translates directly to a sedentary lifestyle, but 















for differential resource allocation. Yet this is not to say certain groups within the Oneota did not 
focus on other resources while another group was devoted to growing maize. An added 
complexity in the La Crosse Terrace Region is that other research by Gallagher and Arzigian 
(1994) suggest that Oneota intensification might have revolve around diversification rather than 
focusing solely on maize agriculture. The harvesting wild crops may have been a major seasonal 
source of nutrients; for example, wild rice has been shown to represent a more significant part of 
the diet than previously thought perhaps more significant than the contribution made my maize 
agriculture.  
 
GIS & Archaeology 
Archaeology adopted GIS technology when the study of settlement patterns became prominent in 
the 1960s and 1970s. Since then it has evolved into two major types of study. Intra-site analysis 
involving correlations and calculation within a single archaeological site just as artifact density 
to aid in recognizing task differential areas, and inter-site analysis which is essential regional 
studies used in the case of predictive modeling to determine high yield survey areas where future 
sites might be found. With the development of stronger computer software and increasing access 
to subject sensitive add-ons many archaeologist now consider GIS viable methodology and many 




To begin to understand how subsistence affected prehistoric settlement patterns, in this study I 
simplify the complex human-environmental relationship that is agriculture to the basic, 
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presumably positive, association between settlement location and productive agricultural soils. 
While GIS software is designed for spatial comparison on a magnitude of levels, I feel it is 
important that this correlation to be rigorously tested before compiling additional factors into the 
simulation. Anderson & Simon (2009b) have previously utilized a similar approach and gained 
positive results involving the Monongahela, a heavily maize reliant agricultural society. This 
project aims to test the currently developing methodology on the less reliant Oneota where 
seasonality not spatiality is characteristic. Results were interpreted further for comparison, and 
an agricultural soil productivity spectrum was developed for further studies to be evaluated in 
comparison to expected results. 
The two cultures were selected less for representing the quantifiable highest and lowest 
maize reliance, but are none the less on opposite sides of the spectrum. More importantly, the 
spatial and tubular information about large areas of both Pennsylvania and Wisconsin had been 
archaeologically explored, recorded, and could be acquired.   
The Monongahela of Pennsylvania actually occupied the lower portion of the Upper Ohio 
River Valley that spans several states. The study area was selected originally by watersheds that 
contained the highest density of sites but was downloaded in county format then was reformatted 
so the study area contained several watersheds but excluded the Sommerset Monongahela 
because it lacks the characteristic upland settlement pattern. 
Wisconsin, itself, presented a challenge as many Oneota localities exist within its 
boarders more or less culturally independent of each other and several factors had to be 
considered. Overstreet (1994) suggest that the Middle Fox River Passageway represented a 
possible core of Oneota culture as its population grew and condensed during the Classic Horizon, 
while the anomaly that is the La Crosse Locality only demonstrates a slight trend towards more 
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upland locations from river terraces through time. These localities were the best studied and had 
the largest amount of sites to work with. These localities are also separated by the Tension Zone 
of Wisconsin, which traditional divides arboreal ecology with conifers predominates in the North 
and deciduous South of the divide. But it has also been suggested the Tension Zone can be 
applied for agricultural conditions with lesser conditions to the North and better conditions to the 
South of this zone based on several factors most notably, frost-free growing days. This might be 
another reason for the close association with river resource, which will be discussed in some 
detail later. Unlike in the base experiment with Monongahela, first several counties were chosen 
for their abundance of Oneota cultural sites. The counties of Camlument, Fond du Lac, Green 
Lake, Marquette, Outagamie, Waushara, and Winnebago were selected for the Middle Fox River 
Passageway Region.  Jackson, La Crosse, Monroe, Trempealeau, and Vernon counties were 
selected to represent the La Crosse Terrace Region. While the study area should not be defined 
by the arbitrary county lines established today it is an easy way to accumulate data in comparable 
and reconcilable sizes, the cut feature in ArcGIS was used to restructure the study area later. 
Information (spatial and tabular) on archaeological sites was obtained digitally from the 
Wisconsin Historical Society and compiled using Excel database and linked to a shapefile; the 
processing of requests for the raw data takes time and was secured in advanced in December 
2009 because the archaeological site data was needed before proceeding with rest of the project.  
Appendix B represents the types of data which was necessarily to conduct the agroecological 
model with the Oneota archaeological site dataset. Information for Site ID Number, Site Name, 
time period, and type of site were vital, but additional information was compiled in case it 
becomes useful in future research. 
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 Information on soil types across the study areas were obtained digitally from Soil Mart 
(NRCS 2010).  From Soil Mart, both spatial and tabular data are available providing information 
on the spatial extent of each soil type as well as various soil characteristics, which are proved in 
the Surgo Access Database. Hydrology will be far more vital than in previous studies conducted 
by Anderson & Simon (2009a and 2009b) because of the Oneota’s proximity to and focus on 
wetland and aquatic resources. Hydrology tables acquired from the National Hydrography 
Dataset (NHD) were downloaded in the highest possible resolution available (1/3 inch) within 
the study area and continued to be downloading by county for consistency.  Multiple 7.5-minute 
USGS Topographic Quadrangle maps and land cover data from the USGS seamless digital 
database (USGS 2009) helped in evaluating any unusual patterns caused by urban areas and 
archaeologists’ inability to be find and excavate sites in these areas. Again with NHD data 
watersheds were downloaded by county and used to create more relevant boundaries for the 
study areas. Compiling this data and importing it into a useable format demanded a significant 
portion of time early in the project. Processing of collected data followed, with editing conducted 
in ArcGIS to correct map projection errors and standardize raw data in Microsoft Excel. 
Although not all the collected and confirmed datasets were analyzed during this study access to 
different datasets may become vial later on. A detailed metadata files were kept on how I built 
the database and where datasets are located for future reference (Appendix D).  
To rank soil by productivity I used an attribute already present in the Surgo Database and 
created a query resulting in correlated data between soil type and yield of corn (bushel per acre) 
for non-irrigated methods. While I recognize that soil data is from contemporary soil surveys and 
rated productivity is measured based on using modern farming methods, including the use of 
modern fertilizer standards, it is also true that soil types which have characteristics that make 
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them good for high crop production relative to other soil types today would have also made them 
so in the past, no matter the agricultural technology employed. The United States Department of 
Agriculture actually states,  
The estimate yields reflect the productive capacity of each soil for a select crop. 
Yields are likely to increase as new production technology is developed. The 
productivity of a given soil compared with that of other soils, however, is not 
likely to change (2009). 
 
Thus the opposite must also be true; as a result the correlation between yield capacities will 
remain equivalent even if technology is decreased and will represent a general measure of soil 
productivity not physical bushels per acre. It should be noted that some studies actually show 
that small farmers that take intimate care of heavily reliant crops like maize often receive better 
yields than mechanized agriculture today. So following the methodology of Anderson & Simon 
(2009b) by reformatting the scale into standard deviation then sorting soil types by this 
standardized scale allows us to compare productivity without its inherit bias of bushel yields for 
modern agricultural practices. Archaeological sites were divided between localities, average 
yield in bushels was calculated based on USDA calculations, the standard deviation formula was 
applied, and values were rounded to the nearest 0.25 deviation for ease of comparison. See 
calculations and values for Oneota both localities in Appendix B. 
Once the soil data was joined in tabular form to the soil shapefile the archaeological sites 
were spatially joined to the newly standardized soil data. The correlation became too difficult for 
the computer model to run considering that some archaeological records are just shovel test pits 
while others span several acres. To facilitate extracting the exact soil a site is located on the data 
was converted to a central point called a centroid calculated statistically by an application called 
X-tools (Data East, LLC 2009). After this process was completed the newly linked attribute table 
was exported to Excel to generate graphical representation of the data. Thus the sites are linked 
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to the established standardized productivity range observed in the local soils. Excel was used to 
count and calculate the cumulative percentage for different time periods. Analysis of each 
grouping, All, Oneota, Unknown, Oneota Village, Oneota Other, and Random, was compared 
using cumulative percentages of relative agricultural productivity was then be graphed into a line 
graph depicting the percent below and above average productivity. By following the trajectory of 
each line that represents a different time period change over time can be noted. This 
agroecological model could stand by itself but without statistically evaluation of the land use 
pattern by comparing it with a random sample of locations within each of the localities. Hawth’s 
Tools (Beyer 2009) was used to generate random sites within the averaged soil productivity 
layer. Creating the equivalent of site locations randomly essentially adds a control to the data, 
producing a more comprehensive and informative look at the archaeological settlement patterns 
versus the natural array of soils present in the study area. The final comparison between the 
Monongahela agricultural settlements to the Oneota seasonality was achieved by meshing the 
cumulative percentage line graphs allowing the spectrum to be built in a relevant context of 
maize reliance. 
Further statistical evaluation was conducted by performing a two variance Kolmovgrov-
Smirnov (K-S) Test on the results. The K-S Test assess if the difference in cumulative 
percentage lines is random or nonrandom by calculating for D or the distance between the 
cumulative percentage lines at any given value. The formula (Figure 5) is complex and 
impractical to calculate by hand so SPSS software was used. Each values compared were given a 




Figure 5: The Kolmovgrov-Smirnov formula on the right hand side with the depiction of the significance of D value 
on the left. (Source: http://www.physics.csbsju.edu/stats/KS-test.html)  
 
RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of maize agriculture reliance, relative soil productivity, and settlement patterns 
began with an overarching examination of the typical crop yields of corn per soil type in the 
Monongahela area versus those in the areas of Oneota localities.  From this examination, it was 
evident that the productivity levels present in the study areas inhabited by the Wisconsin Oneota 
were much lower than those in southwestern Pennsylvania.  In fact, the average number of 
bushels per acre for soils in Wisconsin was 101.4912 with a range of 30- 165 in the Lac Crosse 
Terrace Region and an average of 98.83 with a range of 30-160 in the Middle Fox River 
Passageway compared to Pennsylvania that had a range of 53-140 bushels per acre average to 
109.6405 (Anderson and Simon 2009b). 
 The Monongahela study started with 1280 village sites and after corrections had 815 with 
properly correlating soils to compare to the Wisconsin localities of Middle Fox River 
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Passageway Region starting with 757 sites with 679 correlated sites and the La Crosse Terrace 
Region began with 2009 sites and was able to A.D. 1613. Total sites counts were used in 
comparison with Monongahela results so that the total numbers were comparable, but this might 
have created a bias because not all Wisconsin sites were settlement sites, on the contrary the ASI 
database often records a find of a few projectile points as a correlated site. The La Crosse 
Terrace Region had a breakdown of 83 Oneota, 1,530 Unknown, 71 Oneota Village, 12 Oneota 
Other, and 166 Random correlated sites. The Middle Fox River Valley had 86 Oneota, 593 
Unknown, 56 Oneota Village, 30 Oneota Other, and 125 Random correlated sites. 
Cumulative percentage graphs are an idea way to display multivariate information for 
multiple time periods. I chose a 0.5 standard deviation scale from -3.0 to 3.0 although almost no 
values are present in the upper deviation, but within a normally distributed bell curve the three 
deviations contain 99.7 percent of all values. Although this scale is in standard deviation is better 
to think of it as better or worst overall soil productivity, thus by following zero up from the 
standard deviation until 50 percent gives a snapshot of how the values lay.  
 As can be seen in Figure 6, the Cumulative Percentage graph for the Middle Fox River 
Passageway Region, roughly 22 percent of all Oneota sites are located on soils of average or less 
than average corn yields, compared to 22 percent of the Unknown sites, with Oneota Village and 
other both around 30 percent,and even 35 percent of the 165 randomly generated and correlated 
sites. However, a different pattern is seen among the La Crosse Terrace sites as can be seen in 
Figure 7. There the Late Prehistoric exhibits a similar trend to the Middle Fox River Passageway 
trend showing only 50 percent of any value below average production, while the Oneota shows 
little difference from the rest of the unknown prehistoric sites around 50 percent, but the 
randomly correlated sites show a percentage of 60 percent. All values were statistically 
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significant with a range of zero percent to .274 random correlations in the Middle Fox River 
Passageway Region, while the La Crosse Terrace Region had a range of .043 percent and  .106 
percent with a huge oulier in the value of Unknown versus Random with the change to be .862 
percent random, but they were all an acceptable confidence all over 99 percent. Figures 1-10 in 
Appendix C depict the K-S Test. 
 
 






Figure 7: Notice the Late Prehistoric demonstrates a higher agricultural soil trend than the Oneota. 
 
 
 The spectrum is developing placing the La Crosse Terrace Region farthest 
towards hunting and gathering, the Middle Fox River Passage way as a middle value, and 
Monongahela remains the most heavily reliant maize agricultural to be run by the agroecological 
modeling developed by Anderson & Simon (2009b). Even more surprising was that the La 
Crosse Terrace Region was surpassed by the Ohio Valley Archaic and Woodland, which 
probably only suggests that Wisconsin’s Archaic and Woodland cultures  are have even lower 





Figure 8: Middle Monongahela reflects a highly positive association with high yield soils. 
 
 
I was rather surprised to see such a difference in the correlations with agricultural soils 
between the Oneota localities. One possible reason for the discrepancy is the difference in the 
level of complexity exhibited during the later time periods.  Overstreet (1994) states that the 
Middle Fox River Passageway had a period of cohesion where hamlets where pulled back into 
the urban areas. However, the La Crosse Terrace had no such unifying event and were thought to 
have moved westward towards the Great Plains previous to contact. Perhaps, Wisconsin’s poor 
agricultural soils and fewer frost-free days might have lead Oneota maize horticulturalist to 
developed more advanced field practices such as the ridged field systems to maintain yields 








































































The most interesting conclusion is that according to the agroecological patterns of the La 
Crosse Terrace compared to those of the Middle Fox River Passageway supports a dichotomy 
between La Crosse Terrace and presumably all the other Oneota localities in Wisconsin. 
Furthermore, this isn’t a closed case because the Lake Koshkonong Region has also reported a 
heavy reliance on wetland resources especially wild rice resembling the La Crosse Terrace 
subsistence pattern. Further modeling of the Lake Koshkonong and Door Peninsula Regions 
would clarify results seen in this study. 
 
FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
Possibilities for further investigation are near limitless, but I would suggest three main avenues 
of study. First, the development of a secure, online database where archaeologist from around the 
world can upload site information that can be transferred into a searchable database catalog, 
spatial recorded, and easily converted for GIS usage. This will eliminate the need for every 
archaeologist to be an ArcGIS expert, while still reaping the benefits of multifaceted spatial 
analyzation. Also to encourage the development datasets and computer technology directly 
relevant to the study of archaeology rather other environmental sciences. The thousands of 
environmental reconstructions carried out could easily be converted for ArcGIS usage especially 
true for vegetation cover. Hydrology also presents a unique challenge as many prehistoric water 
sources were from unmarked spring that have dried up from drilling wells today or from a stream 
that has shifted its path a hundred time since it was use, yet with the aid of geoarchaeologists 
water sources could be found and mapped for future reference.  Secondly, the methodology has 
to evolve to evaluate soils within traveling distance from a site; it is not very reasonable to 
assume prehistoric cultures were farming in the center of their settlements. Other ecological 
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patterns to explore include a sites proximity to multiple resources especially to supplement 
protein from aquatic, terrestrial, and wetland resources. Methods of reconstructing 
archaeological ecologies by reconciling environmental reconstructions have provide interesting 
on a small scale. Richard Edward’s 2010 paper on the immediate ecotone surroundings of three 
Lake Koshkonong settlement found that they were always near an aquatic environment, had vast 
ecotone diversity, and a large portion of arable land available. Finally, a continuation of 
agroecological soil assessment throughout the United States and beyond, the Southwest maize 
agriculture societies would be the next area to explore to possibly surpass the agricultural 








































BONE ISTOPE ANALYSIS 
 
 
Table 1: Bone Isotope analysis values for the Monongahela. (Source: Greenlee 2002) 
 
Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
36AL4 Bunola 001 E545 -8.42 
36AL4 Bunola 002 E2050 -8.9 
36AL4 Bunola 003 FC2210 -8.73 
36AL4 Bunola 004 FC2369 -8.7 
36AL4 Bunola 005 FC5070 -11.65 
36AL4 Bunola 006 FC5074 -7.96 
36AL4 Bunola 007 FC5079 -10.23 
36AL4 Bunola 008 FC5085 -8.47 
36AL13 Middle Site Island 009 FCC476 -9.05 
36AL16 McKees Rocks Village 010 FC4092 -11.67 
36AL16 McKees Rocks Village 011 FC4097 -11.49 
36AL17 McJunkin 012 FC475 -12.29 
N/A Rinehart 013 Burial 1 -10.55 
36AL39 Godwin-Portman 014 FC86/89 -9.29 
36AL39 Godwin-Portman 015 FC4421 -10 
36AL39 Godwin-Portman 016 FC5743 -8.84 
36LC40 Portman 017 FC E2047 -9.22 
36AL53 Barn 018 FC3904(1) -15.93 
36AL62 Drew 019 FC E72 -9.34 
36AR-- near North Vandergrift 020 FC3882 -7.97 
36BT43 Bonnie Brook 021 FC8338 -12.04 
36BV-- A.M.Byers 022 FC3777 -16.68 
36BV4 Shippenport 023 FC188 -9.52 
36BV9 Ohioview 024 FC3859 -11.41 
36BV9 Ohioview 025 FC4381 -10.15 
36BV80 Rochester 026 FC3763(2) -11.18 
36EL49 Pinnacle 027 FC7684 -13.34 
36FA7 Reservoir 028 FC E2 -8.53 
36FA14 Elliot 029 FC E18 -11.26 
36FA15 Francis 030 E-23 -8.2 
36FA17 Fuller's Hill 031 E-27 -7.45 
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Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
36FA17 Fuller's Hill 032 E-32 -10.15 
36FA26 Campbell Farm 033 4899 -9.87 
36GR1 Varner 034 2144 -9.25 
36GR1 Varner 035 2156 -9.8 
36GR1 Varner 036 2157 -10.15 
36GR1 Varner 037 2158 -9.15 
36GR23 Hartley 038 KB1 -10.01 
36GR23 Hartley 039 452(2) -8.2 
36IN2 Johnston 040 821 -10.88 
36IN2 Johnston 041 822 -9.16 
36IN2 Johnston 042 823 -10.11 
36IN2 Johnston 043 829 -9.26 
36IN2 Johnston 044 832 -14.16 
36SO4 Montaque 045 4255(1) -10.03 
36SO4 Montaque 046 4255(2) -9.04 
36WH23 Kelso 047 E601 -10.1 
36WH85 Felix 048 4117 -10.06 
36WH675 Ashmore Farm 049 2043 -9.2 
26WM18 Finley 050 E86 -8.01 
36WM61 Household 051 9613 -7.78 
36WM61 Household 052 9611 -9.61 
36WM61 Household 053 9617 -8.33 
36WM61 Household 054 9615 -10.43 
36WM61 Household 055 9624 -8.19 
36WM61 Household 056 9626 -7.67 
36WM104 King 057 3822 -7.8 
46BR2  058 FC1855 -13.33 
46HK34-1 Globe Hill 059 FC3040A -20.7 
36WM61 Household 060 FC9635 -8.72 
46MS121 Childers 062 F38, Bur 2 -11.41 
46MS121 Childers 063 Bankcut -13.25 
46MS121 Childers 064 868/1283 -13.44 
46MS121 Childers 065 14507 -20.72 
46MS121 Childers 066 F52, Bur3 -12.79 
33BU2 Campbell Island 067 Unit1, Bur1 -20.34 
 Foster 068 Unit1, Bur1 -20.79 
33HA17 Sand Ridge 069 Burial 1 -20.6 
33BU297 Watson 070 C1200/10, Bur4 -10.28 
33HA400 Schomaker 071 Burial 1 -12.07 
33HA419 Newtown Firehouse 075 Burial B -20.42 
33HA419 Newtown Firehouse 076 Burial H -20.23 
33HA419 Newtown Firehouse 077 Burial A -20.39 
33HA419 Newtown Firehouse 078 Burial D -20.56 
12D29 Guard 084 Bur6, FS212 -9.63 
12D29 Guard 085 Bur9, FS295 -8.97 
12D29 Guard 086 Bur7, FS272 -10.78 
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Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
12D29 Guard 087 Bur5, FS192 -8.38 
12D29 Guard 088 Bur10,FS332 -8.57 
12D29 Guard 089 Bur21,Unit18 -10.54 
12D29 Guard 090 Bur4, FS153 -9.42 
12D29 Guard 091 Bur3, FS152 -8.98 
12D29 Guard 092 Bur12, Unit17 -9.75 
12D29 Guard 093 Bur14, Unit17 -9.26 
12D29 Guard 094 Bur20, Unit18 -9.41 
12D29 Guard 095 Bur11, Unit16 -8.38 
12D29 Guard 096 Bur15, Unit17 -8.73 
12D29 Guard 097 Bur2, FS123 -9.25 
12D29 Guard 098 Bur17, Unit 18 -10.24 
12SH2 CL Lewis 099 Bur27, Cat187 -20.64 
12SH2 CL Lewis 100 Bur21, Cat135 -20.81 
12SH2 CL Lewis 101 Bur26, Cat214 -20.64 
12SH2 CL Lewis 102 Bur14, Cat198 -20.66 
12SH2 CL Lewis 103 Bur5, Cat135 -20.73 
12SH2 CL Lewis 104 Bur28, Cat199 -20.77 
12SH2 CL Lewis 105 Bur11, Cat213 -20.68 
12SH2 CL Lewis 106 Bur8, Cat121 -20.84 
12SH2 CL Lewis 107 Bur13, Cat190 -20.67 
12SH2 CL Lewis 108 Bur18,Cat170 -20.81 
12SH2 CL Lewis 109 Bur34, Cat197 -20.61 
12SH2 CL Lewis 110 Bur29, Cat208 -20.62 
12SH2 CL Lewis 111 Bur35, Cat184 -20.75 
12SH2 CL Lewis 112 Bur12, Cat189 20.69 
12SH2 CL Lewis 113 Bur32, Cat193 -20.6 
12SH2 CL Lewis 114 Bur22, Cat202 -20.51 
15BE8 Cleek Mound 134 Bur45-10 -10.03 
15BE8 Cleek Mound 145 Bur45-2 -10.87 
33HA58 State Line 147 Bur1, F500 -8.96 
33HA58 State Line 148 Bur5, F506 -8.88 
33HA58 State Line 149 Bur6, F507 -10.5 
33HA58 State Line 150 Bur4, F505A -9.46 
33HA58 State Line 151 Bur3, 509B -9.4 
33HA58 State Line 152 Bur2, F505B -8.97 
15HY1 Chilton 153 Bur49-11 -20.86 
15HY1 Chilton 154 Bur49-19 -20.56 
15HY1 Chilton 156 Bur49-14 -21.68 
15HY1 Chilton 158 Bur49-3 -20.97 
15HY1 Chilton 159 Bur49-20 -20.75 
15HY1 Chilton 160 Bur49-4 -20.83 
15HY1 Chilton 163 Bur49-29 -21.89 
15HY1 Chilton 164 Bur49-18 -20.72 
15PI11 Slone 170 Cat 286 -9.87 
15PI11 Slone 181 Cat289 -11.45 
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Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 184 Cat 268 -9.48 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 186 Cat 289 -10.18 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 190 Cat 220 -9.59 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 198 Cat 236 -9.41 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 200 Cat 216 -8.19 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 202 Cat 231 -8.23 
33HA19 Turpin (pattern) 206 Cat 213 -8.77 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 209 Cat 103 -9.18 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 211 Cat 134 -10.06 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 214 Cat 108 -10.99 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 215 Cat 157 -11.31 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 219 Cat 155 -10 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 220 Cat 156 -10.32 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 224 Cat 159 -11.08 
33HA19 Turpin (LP mnd) 227 Cat 141 -9.76 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 228 Cat 86 -10.14 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 229 Cat 80, Bur 37 -20.35 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 230 Cat 83 -10.37 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 231 Cat 82 -9.26 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 232 Cat 84 -20.61 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 234 Cat 78, Bur34 -20.63 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 235 Cat 81, Bur41 -20.64 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 236 Cat 91 -20.1 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 237 Cat 78, Bur33 -20.46 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 238 Cat 93 -11.89 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 240 Cat 78, Bur 33 -8.73 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 241 Cat 87 -10.74 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 242 Cat 90 -20.47 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 243 Cat 151 -9.46 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 244 Cat 92 -11.25 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 245 Cat 89 -20.43 
33HA19 Turpin (LW mnd) 246 Cat 88 -11.38 
 Henderson Mound 2 247 Ind 1 -20.44 
 Henderson Mound 2 248 Ind 2 -20.35 
46MR95 Saddle 249 F47 -9.14 
46MR95 Saddle 250 F9 -9.74 
46MR95 Saddle 251 F92A -10.44 
46MR95 Saddle 252 F77 -0.625 
46MR95 Saddle 253 F110 -9.87 
46MR95 Saddle 254 F67B -9.13 
46MR95 Saddle 255 F63 -9.74 
46NI84 Proctor 256  -20.12 
33HA182 Hawkins Ridge 258 Acc 15290/1, FS260 -20.45 
33HA182 Hawkins Ridge 259 Acc 15290/1, FS262 -20.38 
33MS2 Hobson 260 9122-5729 -9.89 
33WA92 Wood-73 261 9107-31A2090,Bur1 -19.04 
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Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
33WA83 Oglesby-Harris 262 9163-33A2092 Bur1 -19.04 
33RO348 
Continental 
Construction 263 F23, Locale 5, Bur3 -20.66 
33BU204 Horseshoe Johnson 264 Burial 1 -15.76 
33CN7 Bunnell Kane 268 9055-10441, Bur1 -18.3 
33CN7 Bunnell Kane 269 
9081-17A2098-08 
Bur 7 -13.94 
33TU02 Riker 274 
9143-188A013, Bur 
13A -13.85 
33TU02 Riker 275 
9140-188A012, 
Bur22A -14.37 
33AD36 Killen 286 9050-10055 -8.08 
33AD36 Killen 288 9039-9740, Bur 34a -9.11 
33AD36 Killen 289 9051-10158 -9.03 
33AD36 Killen 291 9039-9729, Bur 19a -8.01 
33AD36 Killen 293 9023-9729, Bur 6a -9.84 
33AD36 Killen 296 9017-9717, Bur1a -10.35 
33AD36 Killen 297 9029-9728, Bur 15a -8.83 
33AD36 Killen 298 9026-9725, Bur 9a -8.33 
33AD36 Killen 299 9035-9736, Bur27a -8.08 
33AD36 Killen 300 9020-9720, Bur4a -9.5 
33AD36 Killen 301 9027-9726, Bur12a -8.73 
33AD36 Killen 302 9032-9732, Bur22a -10.92 
33AD36 Killen 303 9033-9734, Bur25a -10.33 
33AD36 Killen 304 9037-9738, Bur31a -10 
33HA58 State Line 307 F215,Bur 46 -9.21 
33HA58 State Line 315 F8, Bur7 -8.88 
33HA58 State Line 327 F585, Bur59 -8.68 
33FR8 Zencor 339 Acc88/490, Bur1 -20.01 
33FR8 Zencor 340 Acc88/491, Bur2 -20.17 
33FR8 Zencor 341 Acc88/492, Bur3 -20.3 
33FR8 Zencor 342 Acc88/493, Bur4 -20.09 
33FR8 Zencor 343 Acc88/696, Bur4? -19.99 
33FR8 Zencor 344 
Acc4084/5190A, 
Bur6 -20.31 
33FR8 Zencor 345 Acc4084/5158, Bur3 -20.23 
33FR8 Zencor 346 Acc4084/5156, Bur1 -20.08 
33FR8 Zencor 347 
Acc4084/5021, 
Bur11 -20.32 
33FR8 Zencor 348 Acc4084/5172, Bur4 -20.31 
33FR8 Zencor 350 
Acc4084/5195, Bur 
8 -20.16 
33FR8 Zencor 351 Acc4084/5189, Bur5 -19.97 
33FR8 Zencor 353 
Acc4048/5203, 
Bur12 -20.13 
33FR8 Zencor 354 Acc4084/5196, Bur9 -20.28 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 356 Acc3754/359, Bur1 -10.79 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 357 Acc3754/361, Bur3 -10.38 
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Site # Site Name Sample # Context  
δ13C 
Value 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 358 Acc3754/376,Bur5 -10.06 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 359 Acc3754/381, Bur7 -11.21 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 360 Acc3754/402, Bur8 -11.1 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 361 Acc3754/407, Bur11 -11.93 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 362 Acc3754/414, Bur12 -11.03 
33HI6 Enos Holmes Mound 363 Acc3754/423, Bur13 10.01 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 364 Acc3740/1, Bur1 -12.91 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 365 Acc3740/3, Bur3 -11.59 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 366 Acc3740/4, Bur4 -9.8 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 367 Acc3740/5, Bur5 -11 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 368 Acc3740/6, Bur6 -10.61 
33FR52 O.C. Voss Mound 369 Acc3740/7, Bur7 -11.42 
33DL11 W.S. Cole 371 Acc3019/1 -10.55 
33DL11 W.S. Cole 372 Acc3019/32 -12.35 
33DL12 Ufferman 373 Acc3918/50 -20.11 
33BU2 Campbell Island 377 Burial A -13.66 
33BU2 Campbell Island 379 Burial C -14.46 
33SC6 Feurt 380 Acc161, BurC -13.08 
33SC6 Feurt 382 Acc297/99 -9.61 
33RO33 Cramer 383 Acc3872/1 -20.34 
33RO33 Cramer 384 Acc850/252 -10.1 
33RO33 Cramer 385 Acc850/253 -12.42 
33FA1? Baldwin 386 Burial 2 -12.26 
33FA1? Baldwin 387 Burial 4 -12.51 
33TU02 Riker 388 Acc3787/1, Bur1 -12.85 
33TU02 Riker 389 Acc3787/2, Bur2 -12.56 
33WA4 Anderson 400 
Acc2121/190, 
BurA68 -10.51 
33WA4 Anderson 402 
Acc2121/204, 
BurAB2 -10.85 
33WA4 Anderson 403 
Acc2121/221, 
BurA99 -10.73 
33WA4 Anderson 404 
Acc2121/258, 
Bur0A3 -10.34 
33WA4 Anderson 408 Acc2121/ (Box170) -10.64 
33WA4 Anderson 416 Acc2121/161 -10.59 
33WA4 Anderson 417 Acc2121/179 -10.42 
33WA4 Anderson 418 
Acc2121/195, 
BurA73 -10.97 
36WM151 Sony 419 Burial 1 -8.35 
36WM151 Sony 420 Burial 2 -7.64 
36WM151 Sony 421 Burial 3 -7.76 
36WM151 Sony 422 Burial 4 -7.67 
36WM151 Sony 423 Burial 5 -7.94 
36WM151 Sony 424 Burial 6 -7.06 
36WM151 Sony 425 Burial 9 -8.72 








Table 2: Bone Isotope analysis values for La Crosse County. (Source: Pratt 1994) 
 
Site # Site Name Sample # Context  δ13C Value Diet 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3818 Burial 9 -22.3 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3829 Burial 3 Bone 34 -21.8 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3845 Burial 6 Indv 3 -21.7 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3847/2 Burial 6 indv 5 -21.5 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3844 Burial 6 Indv 2 -21.4 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3830 Burial 4 Bone 38 -21.1 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3846 Burial 6 Indv 4 -21.1 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3848 Burial 6 Indv 1 -21.0 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3833 Feature 7 -20.8 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3850 Feature 7 Lot 1095 -20.8 C3 
47LC19 Midway Village Site MS3785 Feature 8 Burial 1  -20.5 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3849/2 Feature 7 Lot 1123 -20.4 C3 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3816 Burial 7 -19.1 C3 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3838/2 Burial 3 -18.8 mixed 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3827 Burial 2 -17.6 mixed 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3814 Burial 4 Bone 38 -16.8 mixed 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3812 Burial 1 -16.6 mixed 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3813 Burial 2 -16.4 mixed 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3817 Burial 8 -15.8 mixed 
47LC20 Overhead Site MS3826 Burial 1 -15.5 mixed 
47LC148 Dahl Site MS3815 Burial 5 -15.2 mixed 
47LC19 Midway Village Site MS3786 Feature 32 Burial 2 -15.2 C4 



























ONEOTA SITE DATA 
 
 












10193 WS-0088 MUD LAKE Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -2.0073 -2.25 
18378 WN-0403 OOSTRA Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -1.5962 -1.75 
12910 WN-0354 MUD CREEK Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -1.1851 -1.25 
29618 WN-0760 Trailer Park Oneota Cemetery/burial -1.1851 -1.25 
7335 WN-0096 Lasleys Point Oneota 
Rock 
feature/petrofor
m -0.7741 -1 
62171 OU-0225 Next to Pines Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -0.5685 -0.75 
7431 WN-0466 MAIERHAFER Oneota 
Corn 
hills/garden 
beds -0.5685 -0.75 
7332 WN-0148 LYNGAAS #1 Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -0.5685 -0.75 
7240 WN-0441 KRENZ Oneota 
Campsite/villag





e -0.5685 -0.75 
7438 WN-0503 Kriegel I Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -0.5685 -0.75 
11029 MQ-0065 BORNICK SITE Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -0.3630 -0.5 
29821 FD-0470 Elwyn Site Oneota 
Redeposited 
artifacts -0.3630 -0.5 
1664 FD-0010 Pipe Oneota   -0.3630 -0.5 
7176 WN-0042 ANKLAM POINT Oneota 
Campsite/villag
e -0.1575 -0.25 
7392 WN-0035 
Mansur's Bay 
Cemetery Oneota Cemetery/burial -0.1575 -0.25 
7393 WN-0213 




beds -0.1575 -0.25 




8409 GL-0065 Walker-Hooper Oneota 
Mound(s) - 
Conical -0.1575 -0.25 
7337 WN-0131 Broehm Oneota 
Mound(s) - 
Other/Unk 0.0481 0.25 
7338 WN-0219   Oneota Other 0.0481 0.25 
24677 WN-0632 Menominee Park #3 Oneota Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
10042 WN-0352 
BAY VIEW PLAT 
SITE Oneota Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
9727 WN-0340 JULEP SITE Oneota Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
18385 WN-0416 COWLING Oneota Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
8655 WN-0317 MUSCEVITCH SITE Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7341 WN-0239 Frode Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7250 WN-0177 Dehn #2 Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7457 WN-0211 Kregel IV Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7453 WN-0158 
CLARK SHELL 





beds 0.2536 0.5 
27465 WN-0734 
KIESOW'S 
LANDING Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7305 WN-0166 Bohn  #1 Oneota Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7347 WN-0119 Grignon #2 Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.2536 0.5 
1655 FD-0012 Ebling Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.4592 0.5 
847 CT-0070   Oneota Unknown 0.4592 0.5 
23284 WN-0594 JOHN B Oneota Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 
7403 WN-0216 Furman Site Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7409 WN-0236 Winkenwerder Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22347 WN-0537 Old Orchard Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7287 WN-0227 Kingkey Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7343 WN-0280 Barefoot Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.4592 0.5 
12911 WN-0355 DOCTOR'S Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7354 WN-0120 BEISER Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
24907 WN-0629 BY GEORGE! Oneota Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 
7379 WN-0111 Bill Overton Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.4592 0.5 
22366 WN-0529 Pomerening Mound Oneota Mound(s) - Conical 0.4592 0.5 
7403 WN-0216 Furman Site Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
829 CT-0045   Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1663 FD-0252   Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7358 WN-0082 
Butte des Morts 
Mounds and 
Embankment Oneota Mound(s) - Conical 0.4592 0.5 
66533 WN-0816 Waukau Creek Dam Oneota Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1670 FD-0124 
Winnebago Heights 
North Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
18399 WN-0411 LEACH II Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
23370 WN-0603 The Northwestern Oneota Workshop site 0.6647 0.75 
7408 WN-0058 
NORTH ASYLUM 
BAY CAMPSITE Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22346 WN-0536 Picnic Point I Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
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22063 WN-0545 ASYLUM LANDING Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7260 WN-0224 NOFFKE II Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7259 WN-0225 NOFFKE I Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
24441 WN-0611 SPIEGELBERG Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7377 WN-0109 Overton #3 Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7375 WN-0106 Overton Meadows Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7376 WN-0108 Overton Garden Beds Oneota 
Corn hills/garden 
beds 0.6647 0.75 
21519 WN-0505 Furman Garden Beds Oneota 
Corn hills/garden 
beds 0.6647 0.75 
21514 WN-0504 Heaven Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
12907 WN-0365 THIEL Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7225 WN-0254 DEAD END Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
7370 WN-0069 Payne's Point Oneota 
Mound(s) - 
Other/Unk 0.6647 0.75 
66535 WN-0818 Blue Heron Site Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1641 FD-0069 Gibson Garden Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
78464 WN-0842 WMHF Site Oneota Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
23369 WN-0602 
GRUNDY 
WOODLOT Oneota Workshop site 0.8702 1 
23338 WN-0601 WINNEBAGO REC Oneota Workshop site 0.8702 1 
7395 WN-0070 Jenkyn's Point Oneota Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
12471 WN-0379 LONG POINT Oneota Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
7204 WN-0252 ALWIN STERTZ Oneota Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
10113 WS-0003 Oneota Kiln Site Oneota Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
10222 WS-0117 SCHWARTZ Oneota Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
7388 WN-0165 GRUNDY Oneota Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
7357 WN-0456 
SCHMERLING-
BEISER Oneota Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
21058 WN-0496 DOEMEL HILL Oneota Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
10239 WS-0134 OUT TO SEA Oneota Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
7399 WN-0215 Eulrich Oneota 
Rock 
feature/petroform 1.0758 1.25 
64824 OU-0266 Gitter's Woods Oneota Isolated finds 1.0758 1.25 
7207 WN-0269 ELECTRIC FENCE Oneota Campsite/village 1.2813 1.5 
61227 WS-0238 Lorenzos Isolate Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.5962 -1.75 
63844 OU-0254 Red Dragonfly 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.3907 -1.5 
63605 OU-0240 Martin's Field 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -0.7741 -1 
29846 CT-0211 BLONIEN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.2813 1.5 
61646 FD-0493 MJB Point 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.4868 1.5 
11010 MQ-0048   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -2.0073 -2.25 
10158 WS-0051   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Other -2.0073 -2.25 
10127 WS-0020 
Whistler Mound 




Other/Unk -2.0073 -2.25 
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63611 OU-0246 Acorn Acres 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
10195 WS-0090 JAS. EVANS LAKE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
10199 WS-0094 MCNULTY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
67565 WS-0245 Pond Overlook 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.8017 -2 
8931 WS-0142 SALAS ONE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
8932 WS-0143 SALAS TWO 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
1175 DR-0022 
Ellison Bay Village 
and Cemetery 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
10123 WS-0016   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
10156 WS-0049 TAYLOR 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
10155 WS-0048 JANNIS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
67487 WS-0244 Bluebird Creek 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.8017 -2 
67486 WS-0243 Cold Front 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.8017 -2 
11033 MQ-0069   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth -1.8017 -2 
11014 MQ-0052 CALLAHON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
5996 OU-0048   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
21679 GL-0182 SAND TRAP 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
59901 MQ-0168 Buffalo Shore Village 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
59907 MQ-0173 Four Springs 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
59909 MQ-0175 Highway ZZ 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
59911 MQ-0178 Klutz Village 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.8017 -2 
74745 OU-0285 Tom Warmbier 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.8017 -2 
63865 OU-0257 Firewood 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
61968 MQ-0189   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.5962 -1.75 
10184 WS-0078 T.W. JONES II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
10198 WS-0093 KEUP 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
10145 WS-0038 THOMPSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
11090 WS-0198 WS-N SIMONSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth -1.5962 -1.75 
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10151 WS-0044 Lake Morris Campsite 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
8425 GL-0107 Schultz 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Workshop site -1.5962 -1.75 
11031 MQ-0067 ALLEN CREEK SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
11034 MQ-0070 MCNUTT SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -1.5962 -1.75 
25975 WN-0655 SPIEGELBERG II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.5962 -1.75 
7444 WN-0474 Mickelson 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -1.5962 -1.75 
9723 WN-0343 ANNUNSON SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
27451 WN-0723 DIEL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.5962 -1.75 
10058 MQ-0093   
Unknown 










Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
27470 WN-0742 SWEET  HOME 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.5962 -1.75 
11448 GL-0141   
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
10086 MQ-0022   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -1.5962 -1.75 
25125 GL-0204 MARCHENKOWSKI 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
26900 GL-0237 SOGGY BOTTOM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.5962 -1.75 




beds -1.5962 -1.75 
59899 MQ-0166 Allen Creek Habitation 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
59929 MQ-0169 Town Line 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
59930 MQ-0170 Marsh 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
59931 MQ-0171 Anderson 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.5962 -1.75 
23017 OU-0109 PLANK ROAD 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.3907 -1.5 
10071 MQ-0005   
Unknown 












Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.3907 -1.5 
23117 MQ-0109 PINE RISE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.3907 -1.5 
21678 GL-0181 FOWL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.3907 -1.5 
25046 GL-0203 BROOKS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.3907 -1.5 
23017 OU-0109 PLANK ROAD 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.3907 -1.5 
74105 OU-0280 South Wind 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.3907 -1.5 
18717 MQ-0080 LAWRENCE LAKE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
9413 MQ-0100   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown -1.1851 -1.25 
6076 OU-0002 BIG BAYOU 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
8430 GL-0103 DUMDEY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
26071 GL-0222 SAL'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
10214 WS-0109 P. JORGENSEN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
9717 WN-0349 LILIPUT SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
23825 WN-0485 DON HANSEN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
9725 WN-0336 LARSEN SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
8538 GL-0118 HARMEL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
11096 GL-0157 SCHMUHL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
5995 OU-0068 Hulburt Cemetery 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.1851 -1.25 
27835 MQ-0119 HORACE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.1851 -1.25 
20522 GL-0143 RIVERSIDE PARK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -1.1851 -1.25 
26901 GL-0238 GERVAISE'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.1851 -1.25 




beds -1.1851 -1.25 
68044 GL-0265 Sunnyside Road 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -1.1851 -1.25 
74444 OU-0281 Breitrick 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -1.1851 -1.25 
29277 MQ-0124 Slough Mound Group 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Mound(s) - Conical -1.1851 -1.25 
74726 OU-0283 Warmbier Creek 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.1851 -1.25 
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74744 OU-0284 Warmbier Rise 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -1.1851 -1.25 
63785 OU-0250 Leaping Fawn 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 
63845 OU-0255 Prairie Ridge 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 
63610 OU-0245 London Mist 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 
62864 OU-0228 Distant Tamarack 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 
62866 OU-0232 Milk Weed 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 
27549 OU-0139 WILLIAM LAUER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown -0.9796 -1 
890 CT-0003   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -0.9796 -1 
11099 GL-0154 GELHAR 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.9796 -1 
24370 MQ-0111 ISOLATED FIND #1 
Unknown 

















beds -0.9796 -1 
59899 MQ-0166 Allen Creek Habitation 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.9796 -1 
59900 MQ-0167 Endeavor Petroglyphs 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Rock art -0.9796 -1 
62343 OU-0230 Evergreen 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.9796 -1 










Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
10205 WS-0100 B.WILLIAMS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
1608 FD-0109 SCHMITZ 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
10150 WS-0043 Racetrack Enclosure 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Enclosure/earthworks -0.7741 -1 
29126 FD-0463 STELLMACHER I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
10209 WS-0104 HOLLISTER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
10085 MQ-0021 JOHNSON SITE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Isolated finds -0.7741 -1 
7353 WN-0081   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 








Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
21684 WN-0515 SCARAB 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
59769 WN-0793 
The Mitchell Wetland 
Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.7741 -1 
59918 MQ-0180 Bounty 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
59932 MQ-0172 Shaw & Co 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
10073 MQ-0008 I See Brown 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -0.7741 -1 
24045 MQ-0110 Water Street Burial 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -0.7741 -1 
10160 WS-0053 CORNELL II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.7741 -1 
24106 FD-0393 CROSSED SHOVELS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
10149 WS-0042 MOUNT MORRIS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
8456 GL-0198 GL-C 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -0.5685 -0.75 
8442 GL-0197 GL-B 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
25484 WN-0646 SAND KNOLL TWO 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
26128 WN-0686 BURGENER #3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
12919 WN-0363 LESKE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
23823 WN-0519 GEORGE HANSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
21488 WN-0483 Hickory 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
6047 OU-0045   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth -0.5685 -0.75 
25905 WN-0650 STRUSINSKE III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.5685 -0.75 
25906 WN-0651 STRUSINSKE IV 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.5685 -0.75 
25907 WN-0653 WEBER'S LANDING 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.5685 -0.75 
8651 WN-0321 HAHN SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
27461 WN-0730 LEONA'S DRIVE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
27467 WN-0736 SKINNY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.5685 -0.75 
3021 WN-0308 LUEDTKE SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 




25860 GL-0212 RIVERVIEW 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
25859 GL-0211 PICNIC POINT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
26173 FD-0439 HACKBARTH I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
11020 MQ-0056 Goodhue 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -0.5685 -0.75 
59908 MQ-0174 Three Springs 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
59933 MQ-0177 Williams Lake 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.5685 -0.75 
24112 MQ-0113 HULL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.4452 -0.5 
1616 FD-0070 Michels 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -0.3630 -0.5 
874 CT-0024 LUEBKNECHT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -0.3630 -0.5 
845 CT-0062   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site -0.3630 -0.5 
11098 GL-0155 BAUM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
25487 CT-0142 KLEIST FARM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -0.3630 -0.5 
11015 MQ-0053 THALACHER SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
25462 FD-0420 EAGLE'S NEST 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Rock art -0.3630 -0.5 
6073 OU-0051   
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
11100 GL-0145 BANGS 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
28108 GL-0250 1006-A 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -0.3630 -0.5 
18241 FD-0277 HWY 45 BRIDGE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
28101 OU-0157 CORMORANT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
10271 GL-0140 ABEL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
25819 FD-0432 NATHAN'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric   -0.3630 -0.5 
59919 MQ-0182 Wild Rice 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.3630 -0.5 
59920 MQ-0183 Last One 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Workshop site -0.3630 -0.5 




1600 FD-0256   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
1601 FD-0257   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
29710 OU-0185 VAN PATTEN SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.1575 -0.25 
5985 OU-0054   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -0.1575 -0.25 
24445 CT-0129 HIGH CLIFF PARK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
26097 GL-0218 RIVER BEND 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
23733 FD-0382 SITE 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
23145 OU-0112 REED #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
7391 WN-0034 Fox Gravel Pit Burial 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial -0.1575 -0.25 
29108 WN-0758 ABENDSCHEIN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.1575 -0.25 
23084 GL-0195 KOOPMAN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds -0.1575 -0.25 
26943 GL-0232 ELMER'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
25858 GL-0210 DAGOBAH 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
1569 FD-0126 DIXON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
22358 FD-0342 BEE HIVE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village -0.1575 -0.25 
61470 FD-0488 Mink Ranch 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.1575 -0.25 
77665 FD-0569 JAC-15 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter -0.1575 -0.25 
1631 FD-0016 LEDGE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
7175 WN-0101 SCHALLOW 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
26020 GL-0221 HAROLD'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
27453 WN-0725 SUTTER'S POND 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.0481 0.25 
23280 WN-0597 BRICK MASONS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Other 0.0481 0.25 
30422 WN-0772 Christensen 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.0481 0.25 
27589 OU-0142 THEO MEILKE SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.0481 0.25 
27516 OU-0137 WEISHOFF SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.0481 0.25 
18139 WN-0398   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.0481 0.25 








feature/petroform 0.0481 0.25 
22378 FD-0335 BOB SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
10270 GL-0139 E. ALF 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.0481 0.25 
11017 MQ-0055 MAIL LAKE SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
5990 OU-0079   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.0481 0.25 
24639 CT-0131 SITE 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
24908 CT-0130 ISOLATED FIND 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.0481 0.25 
870 CT-0009   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth 0.0481 0.25 
7267 WN-0447 SAM LANG 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.0481 0.25 
58910 WN-0790 Beiser 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.0481 0.25 
59941 WN-0800 Meitner 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.0481 0.25 
77644 FD-0567 JAC-11 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.0481 0.25 
1460 FD-0208 REFUGE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
1456 FD-0204 EHLERT I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
1457 FD-0205 EHLERT 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
23734 FD-0388 SITE 10 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.2536 0.5 
29708 OU-0183 OTOLITH SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
21676 WN-0513 DORO 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
21686 WN-0517 DORO #3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
21685 WN-0516 CORN CRIB 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
21675 WN-0512 LONGFIELD 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
28750 GL-0253 D.K. KUHARSKI II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 




feature/petroform 0.2536 0.5 
25485 WN-0644 MAIERHAFER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 




21520 WN-0507 BAYSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
10218 WS-0113 Selle 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
26016 WS-0223 ROGGOW'S MARSH 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
11115 WS-0162   
Unknown 










Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
3022 WN-0309 REHFELDT SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7442 WN-0074 ST. PETER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth 0.2536 0.5 
7446 WN-0285 SOGGY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
8660 WN-0328 CHESAPEAKE SITE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
9719 WN-0347 ALLEN SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7336 WN-0453 WIEDNER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
25977 WN-0681 TOVAR 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.2536 0.5 
1473 FD-0184 BECKIBY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
1472 FD-0183 TOMMY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
1539 FD-0173 SCHAEFER 7 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
11093 GL-0148 DINSMORE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
28109 GL-0249 BRENEMAN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
25903 WN-0648 STRUSINSKE I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
7422 WN-0464 TED KIESOW 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7415 WN-0156 KIESOW ROAD 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
25893 WN-0680 TED KIESOW 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
8652 WN-0320 MADAGANZ SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
24877 WN-0636 OBERSTADT SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
1433 FD-0085 FERBER II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 




8361 GL-0007 Dakin Creek Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
25864 GL-0216 UNDERHILL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.2536 0.5 
25865 GL-0217 JANET'S SITE 
Unknown 












Prehistoric Other 0.2536 0.5 
27086 FD-0446 BUZZKILL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
26898 GL-0229 GREG'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.2536 0.5 
8814 FD-0262   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
59037 WN-0791 Laughten Bach #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
7449 WN-0075 Richter's Landing 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.2536 0.5 
66168 WN-0814 Arrowhead Mender 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
74747 FD-0537 Narges Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.2536 0.5 
62665 FD-0513 AOS 102I.F. 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61868 FD-0506 C. Balthazor 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61824 FD-0500 Sekao 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61863 FD-0501 Sekao 3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61865 FD-0503 B. Balthazor 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61864 FD-0502 B. Balthazor 1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
61823 FD-0499 Sekao 1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
59213 OU-0196 River Forest site 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7285 WN-0250 STONEY BEACH 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22532 WN-0542 ACORN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
1604 FD-0258   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1617 FD-0071 Landolff Shell 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
24300 FD-0402 NORTH POINT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 




26912 WN-0707 MARY POPPINS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
26911 WN-0706 SOD BELOW 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
25483 WN-0645 
EAST OF THE 
WOODS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
10212 WS-0107 JOE HARRISON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
10211 WS-0106 D.J.HARRISON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
10213 WS-0108 F.ANDERSON 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
28363 CT-0163 RUSSELL SCHMIDT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
29841 CT-0206 SCHMIDT IF-5 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
28361 CT-0161 HOTFOOT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
28375 CT-0175 IVOR SCHULTZ II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
28376 CT-0176 IVOR SCHULTZ I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
28377 CT-0177 IVOR SCHULTZ I.F. 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
28377 CT-0177 IVOR SCHULTZ I.F. 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
28378 CT-0178 DUCK POND 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
28382 CT-0182 STATE-AEBISCHER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
871 CT-0085 MUELLER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7329 WN-0079 Piacenza Kame 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth 0.4592 0.5 
23287 WN-0592 DAGGETS CREEK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 
23138 WN-0571 SCHMOKER II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
23140 WN-0572 Schmoker I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
24217 WN-0615 MUDDY BOOTS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
23260 WN-0604 SUIT AND TIE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
26699 WN-0698 EDGE OF TOWN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 













Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
30423 WN-0773 Wiouwash 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
24878 WN-0637 Olson Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
30402 WN-0771 Kontos 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
23334 WN-0587 EMPTY CUP 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 









Prehistoric Other 0.4592 0.5 
23732 FD-0383 SITE 3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
1572 FD-0106 CHAPMAN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 




feature/petroform 0.4592 0.5 
25261 WN-0643 SAND KNOLL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
28718 OU-0168 VOSTERS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
23727 FD-0381 SITE 1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22161 FD-0319 BUECHEL 5 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1556 FD-0097 RIVERSIDE II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1571 FD-0128 BEUCHEL I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1559 FD-0100 CAUGHLIN B 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
23174 FD-0372 STANCHFIELD II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cache/pit/hearth 0.4592 0.5 
22383 FD-0332 SHY LADY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1593 FD-0093 MCCOURT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
26490 GL-0227 PROJECT F 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
12472 FD-0270 SCHENK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 
7206 WN-0268 HICKORY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.4592 0.5 
7222 WN-0204 Hubrig-Diley 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 




22182 FD-0288 HILBERT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1481 FD-0231   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22600 FD-0352 SCHMITZ #3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22606 FD-0356 LEO KOTTKE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22601 FD-0353 SCHMITZ #4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22350 FD-0350 LITTLE KNOLL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
22179 FD-0309 DR. THEISER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
1659 FD-0090 CALUMETVILLE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
29822 FD-0469 FLAKE SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
22163 FD-0329 FDL-5 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
1233 CT-0057   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1230 CT-0056   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
1231 CT-0059   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
10240 WS-0135 HESS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
10241 WS-0136 FEDDER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
21038 WS-0173 SWIMMING HOLE I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
60699 WS-0236 Berlin Industrial Park 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
61469 FD-0487 Laudolff 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
65466 WN-0813 Helmuth 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
23382 WN-0588 Overton Acres 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
7328 WN-0078 Piacenza Shell Heaps 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.4592 0.5 
75244 WN-0840 Rusch Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
77765 FD-0577 JAC-24 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
77684 FD-0571 JAC-18 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.4592 0.5 
77584 FD-0564 JAC-08 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.4592 0.5 
63843 OU-0253 Thunderhead 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 




21056 WN-0494 RUCK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
7278 WN-0238 STEINHILBER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
61867 FD-0505 B. Balthazor 4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
1466 FD-0181 TOWNE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1441 FD-0191 NITSCHKE 3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
23729 FD-0386 SITE 8 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
10272 FD-0263 O. RADKE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
24953 WN-0334 NO RUSCH 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
25716 WN-0630 CARLSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
26112 WN-0685 HILL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1573 FD-0245 Tower Road Burials 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.6647 0.75 
22094 CT-0117 FISCHER KING 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
21687 WN-0518 DORO #4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
26975 WN-0710 GARY'S SITE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Enclosure/earthworks 0.6647 0.75 
29125 FD-0464 STELLMACHER II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
29124 FD-0465 STELLMACHER III 
Unknown 







feature/petroform 0.6647 0.75 




beds 0.6647 0.75 
25407 CT-0136 WHITETAIL 
Unknown 










Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
28368 CT-0168 MOSQUITO POND 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
28372 CT-0172 LEO KOLBE II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
23246 WN-0579 Shumann Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.6647 0.75 
23288 WN-0591 BECKWHEAT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Other 0.6647 0.75 








Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
25974 WN-0674 HAROLD'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
30425 WN-0775 Lesnick 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
23333 WN-0586 DOUBLE TREE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.6647 0.75 
23281 WN-0585 KISSER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.6647 0.75 
25959 WN-0656 YOUNG ROAD #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
26961 WN-0714 RASMUSSEN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
25961 WN-0658 SAND PIT LANE #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
25962 WN-0660 SAND PIT ROAD #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
1527 FD-0161 WOODED RIDGE I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1535 FD-0169 FISCHER 8 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1534 FD-0168 FISCHER 7 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1531 FD-0165 FISCHER IV 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1524 FD-0158 PALMER I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1526 FD-0160 PALMER II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1542 FD-0175 STEINBARTH I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1540 FD-0174 MAY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1530 FD-0164 FISCHER III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1537 FD-0171 SCHAEFER 5 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1536 FD-0170 SCHAEFER 4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1538 FD-0172 SCHAEFER 6 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1506 FD-0140 LAUDOLFF VII 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1516 FD-0150 PIPPING III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1515 FD-0149 PIPPING II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
30140 CT-0032 HUELSBECK I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
22681 WN-0561 SPENGLER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 




29106 WN-0756 WILSON SCHOOL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
24702 WN-0624 POISON IVY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
24700 WN-0625 ERDMAN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
17060 WN-0387 DAY SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
17065 WN-0386 KEMPF 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
23060 WN-0547 INDIAN FIELD #2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
4165 OU-0025 "INDIAN FIELD" 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22209 GL-0187 Bangs Burial 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.6647 0.75 
11092 GL-0147 QUADE/ CARTER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 




feature/petroform 0.6647 0.75 
4169 OU-0077   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.6647 0.75 
4183 OU-0010 SOUTH BLUFF 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
4180 OU-0061 WELHOUSE II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
1234 CT-0086 FOREST JUNCTION 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
22152 FD-0304 GALLE EAST 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22160 FD-0318 O'HEARN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22176 FD-0307 FLOWER GARDEN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
1592 FD-0092 FRIENDSHIP 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
23172 FD-0374 STANCHFIELD IV 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
10267 GL-0136 DOLATA 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
9505 FD-0280 PATT SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
21057 WN-0495 LA BRECHE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22148 FD-0315 BAIER #4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 




feature/petroform 0.6647 0.75 
22354 FD-0346 CAROL-LESS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
22362 FD-0339 COSTELLO #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 




10274 FD-0265 KIMBLE #3 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
12383 FD-0273   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.6647 0.75 
869 CT-0084 KOLBE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.6647 0.75 
61591 CT-0215 Killsnake West 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
61468 FD-0486 Johnsburg Road 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
61471 FD-0489 Pine Hill Isolate 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
64548 OU-0263 Lake View 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
72164 FD-0534 Jaeger 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
74604 FD-0535 Jaeger 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
22188 FD-0322 Pipe Town 1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
1656 FD-0008 
Miss Barkers Gravel 
Pit Burials 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.6647 0.75 
77766 FD-0578 JAC-25 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
77624 FD-0566 JAC-10 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
77565 FD-0563 JAC-07 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.6647 0.75 
78968 CT-0231 Gebhart 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.6647 0.75 
64095 OU-0261 Fred Herbst 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 0.8702 1 
62865 OU-0231 Partika Pond 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
27599 OU-0135 OLD BROWN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
27646 OU-0007 SOUTH BANK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
4185 OU-0008 East Gravel Pit 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.8702 1 
1609 FD-0110 SYLVAN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
28619 WN-0752 BUSTER SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
7174 WN-0100 KREBS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
11022 MQ-0058   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
29070 CT-0195 AEBISCHER I.F. #1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
894 CT-0112 JANDREY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 




26697 WN-0699 LITTLE WOODS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
7351 WN-0143 SCHMERLING 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
25954 WN-0659 
AMBER NEBL SITE 
#2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
1533 FD-0167 FISCHER 6 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
26619 OU-0129 Mech 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.8702 1 
8527 GL-0104 LEHNER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
11094 GL-0149 DILLIE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
4171 OU-0021   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
6056 OU-0037   
Unknown 






Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
23173 FD-0373 STANCHFIELD III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
22384 FD-0331 AIGNER #2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric   0.8702 1 
1616 FD-0070 Michels 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 0.8702 1 
7199 WN-0016 Long Point Bay 
Unknown 
Prehistoric   0.8702 1 
10081 MQ-0017   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.8702 1 
22363 FD-0338 
HOLE IN THE 
POCKET 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
1232 CT-0055   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
20525 WS-0152 PETRONIUS 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 0.8702 1 
21683 WS-0182 NOVAKOWESKI 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
27448 WS-0227 OTTO HARTWIG 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 
1594 FD-0032 Mosher Creek 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 0.8702 1 




beds 0.8702 1 
61590 CT-0214 Killsnake East 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
61466 FD-0485 Johnsburg Isolate 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
64208 OU-0262   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
  
 53 
74104 OU-0279 Wild Turkeys 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
77764 FD-0576 JAC-23 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
77706 FD-0575 JAC-22 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
77564 FD-0562 JAC-06 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
77544 FD-0561 JAC-05 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 0.8702 1 
77506 FD-0559 JAC-03 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 0.8702 1 
28158 OU-0158 PALMBACK SITE 
Unknown 






Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.0758 1.25 
1574 FD-0062   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 1.0758 1.25 
27550 OU-0140 BURNS SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Unknown 1.0758 1.25 
10167 WS-0060   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
30399 WN-0768 Romberg 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.0758 1.25 
7386 WN-0123 LEACH NO. 1 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 1.0758 1.25 
24951 WN-0247 FELCHER SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
23250 WN-0584 RUNNING FAWN 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 1.0758 1.25 
12920 WN-0364 OMREAU AVENUE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
1462 FD-0178 VIELBIG I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
1463 FD-0179 VIELBUG II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
1498 FD-0133 JUNCTION 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
1635 FD-0228 
Copper Beads Gravel 
Pit Burial 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 1.0758 1.25 
7256 WN-0444 SCHMUDE 
Unknown 







feature/petroform 1.0758 1.25 
30184 OU-0189 NEWMAN SITE 
Unknown 















Prehistoric Unknown 1.0758 1.25 










beds 1.0758 1.25 
22709 FD-0363 SCHROEDER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.0758 1.25 
60687 FD-0479 Mary Hill 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.0758 1.25 
64703 OU-0265 Red-backed 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.0758 1.25 
77685 FD-0572 JAC-19 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.0758 1.25 
77664 FD-0568 JAC-13 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.0758 1.25 
77504 FD-0557 JAC-01 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.0758 1.25 
1646 FD-0076 
Shell Bead Barn 
Burials 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Cemetery/burial 1.2813 1.5 
59898 MQ-0142 Page Point Village 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.2813 1.5 
77705 FD-0574 JAC-21 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.2813 1.5 
1443 FD-0193 GUENTHES 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1442 FD-0192 SANDPIT 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1444 FD-0194 ASHKUM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
24287 FD-0408 TURTLE HILL 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
11091 GL-0162 JEPSON 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1471 FD-0182 SKUNK 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1465 FD-0233   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1464 FD-0180 VIELBIG III 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1426 FD-0219   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
1423 FD-0232   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
10080 MQ-0016   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Workshop site 1.4868 1.5 
10043 MQ-0085   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
22931 FD-0365 Sampson Site 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 
11016 MQ-0054 JUDD SITE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.4868 1.5 




77604 FD-0565 JAC-09 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.4868 1.5 
77524 FD-0560 JAC-04 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.4868 1.5 
22652 WN-0551 THOMAS SITE 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.6924 1.75 
21432 WN-0502 SPLITTGERBER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.8979 2 
26974 WN-0708 PAULA'S SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 1.8979 2 
11095 GL-0158 MILLER 
Unknown 





Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.8979 2 
8415 GL-0108   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.8979 2 
27816 FD-0456 KETTER 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 1.8979 2 
8372 GL-0018 Clark Campsite 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.8979 2 
24488 GL-0199 SCHRAMM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 1.8979 2 
23730 FD-0385 SITE 5 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 2.1034 2.25 
23735 FD-0387 SITE 9 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1439 FD-0189 NITSCHKE I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1459 FD-0207 POND 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1458 FD-0206 MCCARTY 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1455 FD-0203 BIXBY 6 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1451 FD-0199 BIXBY III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1450 FD-0198 BIXBY II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1449 FD-0197 BIXBY I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
23728 FD-0389 SITE 11 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 2.1034 2.25 
1528 FD-0162 WOODED RIDGE II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1529 FD-0163 NITECAP 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1507 FD-0141 HORNET 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1500 FD-0134 LAUDOLFF I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 




1497 FD-0132 BROWN ROAD I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1509 FD-0143 BROWN ROAD II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
1510 FD-0144 PELLA I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
26612 FD-0445 SHEA 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
22710 CT-0121 KLASEN FISH DAM 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Other 2.1034 2.25 
10273 FD-0264 KIMBLE #4 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.1034 2.25 
27280 FD-0449 ISOLATED FIND 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 2.1034 2.25 
61663 FD-0494 Windy Beans 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 2.1034 2.25 
70044 FD-0530   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Lithic scatter 2.1034 2.25 
70045 FD-0531   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Isolated finds 2.1034 2.25 




feature/petroform 2.1034 2.25 
10276 FD-0267 RAUBE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1522 FD-0156 OAK TREE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1502 FD-0136 LAUDOLFF III 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1501 FD-0135 LAUDOLFF II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1512 FD-0146 FISCHER I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1513 FD-0147 FISCHER II 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
11451 FD-0268 KIMBLE #2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 
1435 FD-0244   
Unknown 
Prehistoric Campsite/village 2.3090 2.5 















Table 2: The La Crosse Terrace Region site data that was essential to this project. 
 
SITE ID SMITHSONIA SITE NAME CULTURAL SITE TYPE SD Values SD Range 
5775 LC-0034 Valley View Oneota Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 
7749 LC-0185 North Shore Oneota Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 
13076 LC-0358 Hartig Oneota Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 
68027 MO-0662 Shouldn't Be Site Oneota Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
28682 MO-0452 ANGELO POND Oneota Campsite/village -1.5269 -1.75 
20567 LC-0432 New Road-Meier 
Farm Site 
Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
7746 LC-0182 JACKIE SMITH Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
7742 LC-0178 ROSEBUD II Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
707 LC-0189 VAN AELSTYN Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23314 LC-0530 VAN DUNK #1 Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23315 LC-0531 VAN DUNK #2 Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
5851 LC-0111 HOLMEN 
HONEY WAGON 
Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
5859 LC-0119 STREMCHA Oneota Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
20450 LC-0422 YOUNG EAST Oneota Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
18400 LC-0397 Kloppenburg Oneota Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
5843 LC-0103 SPANGLER 1 Oneota Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
5848 LC-0108 TWO WATCH Oneota Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
22251 LC-0485 HOLLEY 
STREET 




Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
27441 TR-0314 ONEOTA 
DREAM SITE 
Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
16346 TR-0157 Schoolyard Site Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
7750 LC-0186 PONDEROSA Oneota Workshop site -1.1491 -1.25 
5817 LC-0076 OLSON Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
25178 LC-0583 BRICE PRAIRIE 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARK 
Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
13797 LC-0359 Firesign Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
18400 LC-0397 Kloppenburg Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
5788 LC-0047 Cliff View Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
5838 LC-0098 BERANEK 2 Oneota Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
8694 LC-0250 SCHOENBURGE
R 
Oneota Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
59241 JA-0457 Mae Shramek Oneota Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
7654 LC-0192 KRAUSE 
SUBSTATION 
Oneota Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
5860 LC-0120 DUMMER Oneota Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
27895 VE-1103 SPENCER Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
5870 LC-0130 QUICK MUD Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
26198 LC-0609 HOLMEN PARK Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
5881 LC-0141 MCCABE Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
22243 LC-0500 WEINKAUF SITE Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
5814 LC-0073 Pertzsch Mound Oneota Mound(s) - Conical -0.0470 -0.25 
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13122 LC-0365 SAND LAKE 
HILLS A 
Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
13123 LC-0364 SAND LAKE 
HILLS B 
Oneota Workshop site -0.0470 -0.25 
7660 LC-0198 KRAUSE 
RIDGES 
Oneota Corn hills/garden 
beds 
-0.0470 -0.25 
27999 LC-0649 KNOBLOCH III-F Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
4332 TR-0100 CENTURY Oneota Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
7737 LC-0173 R. PERTZCH Oneota Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
28494 LC-0659 HEROLD II Oneota Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
7736 LC-0172 B. PRALLE V Oneota Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
7738 LC-0174 BUTEO 
ROCKSHELTER 
Oneota Cave/rockshelter 0.4254 0.5 
5872 LC-0132 GONE LOG 
CABIN 
Oneota Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
29290 LC-0692 HUBER SITE Oneota Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
5876 LC-0136 LONE COW 
HORN 
Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
12743 LC-0360 Area G Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.7403 1 
13124 LC-0363 SAND LAKE 
HILLS C 
Oneota Workshop site 0.7403 1 
7731 LC-0167 SCHALLER Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
8759 LC-0266 HAUSER I Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
27998 LC-0644 KNOBLOCH IV-
G 
Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
27997 LC-0645 KNOBLOCH IV-
H 
Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
13126 LC-0367 Trocinski 
Cemetery 
Oneota Cemetery/burial 0.7403 1 
27994 LC-0647 VAN DUNK IV Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
27995 LC-0648 VAN DUNK V Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
22749 LC-0511 STOEN III Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
5880 LC-0140 GLOMSTAD Oneota Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
28442 LC-0654 TROCINSKI II Oneota Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
4282 TR-0050 Schaffner Oneota Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
12806 LC-0352 Swennes Oneota Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
10337 LC-0333 SWENNES 
BROS. 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
5882 LC-0142 YOUNGER Oneota Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
18160 LC-0392 KORSCHGEN II Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
18448 LC-0403 ELMWOOD I Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8692 LC-0258 SENN SITE Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
28761 LC-0668 VITERBO 
SOCCER FIELD 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
5857 LC-0117 JOHNSON Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
5879 LC-0139 IVANELLE Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
20687 LC-0436 GROKOWSKY 
SITE 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
22232 LC-0507 PAULSON SITE Oneota Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29578 LC-0699 Long Coulee 
Church 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
21595 TR-0213 Jeff Boat Oneota Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
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9129 LC-0314 TOWN OF 
MIDWAY 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
61958 LC-0769 Hale II Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
8309 VE-0612 HINZE-
PROKSCH 
Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
8310 VE-0602 MEYER FARM Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
5789 LC-0048 Dayton Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
18158 LC-0390 LEE Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
28441 LC-0653 Trocinski I Oneota Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
26302 MO-0265 CLEAR CREEK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
30246 LC-0704 ASPEN VALLEY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
62003 VE-1301 Michel Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
61966 MO-0633 Mlsna Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 




Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 




Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 
68968 LC-0781 Brady Farm Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -2.0937 -2.25 
9003 JA-0095 J. MCDONALD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.9363 -2 
25934 JA-0322   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.9363 -2 




Campsite/village -1.9363 -2 
21614 LC-0472 BLUFF TOP SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.9363 -2 
24625 JA-0298 BRF #2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.9363 -2 




Workshop site -1.9363 -2 
2303 JA-0026 PERRY CREEK I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.9363 -2 
2304 JA-0027 PERRY CREEK II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.9363 -2 




Lithic scatter -1.9363 -2 
59522 JA-0500 Cambell Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.9363 -2 
58915 MO-0576 Acorn Workshop Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.9363 -2 
59946 MO-0600 Antony Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.9363 -2 
62825 MO-0634 Purple Quarry Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Quarry -1.7789 -2 
18151 JA-0129 NEW CABIN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
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2323 JA-0062 NORTMAN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.7789 -2 
16331 MO-0133 OAK MEADOWS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
22277 MO-0172 BREITANFIELD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 




Rock art -1.7789 -2 
26844 MO-0388   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
29052 MO-0480 97S Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
29169 MO-0498 STARK A SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
8766 LC-0272 WILLINGER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
8340 JA-0074 STEVENS LAKE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.7789 -2 
18157 JA-0125 RENDLER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
26856 MO-0395   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
26310 MO-0270 TARP B3-A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
26311 MO-0271 TARP B3-B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
26297 MO-0261 CACTUS 




Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 





Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
28132 MO-0440 BLOWING SAND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
26839 MO-0384   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
8335 LC-0239 ROCKLAND II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
24792 JA-0297 PFAFF IXA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.7789 -2 
26831 MO-0377   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
26848 MO-0390   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
27707 MO-0417 MS PILLAR SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.7789 -2 




Workshop site -1.7789 -2 




Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
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Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
8341 MO-0099 JOE SCHAITEL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.7789 -2 
29282 MO-0510 WEST END SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Rock art -1.7789 -2 
59635 MO-0582 Big site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
59534 JA-0512 Meyer Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.7789 -2 
59646 MO-0593 Krueger C Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Workshop site -1.7789 -2 
59144 JA-0471 Irving Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
59171 JA-0488 Hegge Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
66572 MO-0651 Coles Scatter 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
66571 MO-0650 Coles Scatter 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
66570 MO-0649 Coles Scatter 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 




Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
73465 MO-0700 Rocket Car Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.7789 -2 
76226 MO-0725 3678 STH 27 West Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.7789 -2 
63868 MO-0640 Pine Edge Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
62827 MO-0636 Dam Rest Stop Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
61964 MO-0631 Jackson Upper Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
60248 MO-0603 Gilbertson Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
24630 JA-0300 BRF 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
24626 JA-0299 BRF 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
30063 JA-0450 SITE 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
30058 JA-0449 SITE 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
30057 JA-0448 SITE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 







Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
28973 MO-0466 97I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 





Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2355 JA-0067 CHRISINGER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
18152 JA-0130 BLUE SPRUCE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2322 JA-0061 SCHNICK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
27656 MO-0422 LEVERING Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
3996 MO-0444 MO-B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
3997 MO-0203 Beaver Creek Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
9373 JA-0100 FARRINGTON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2370 JA-0048 CUSTER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
29575 MO-0521 TOMAH SITE 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
29576 MO-0524 TOMAH SITE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29574 MO-0522 TOMAH SITE 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29049 JA-0417 MATTSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29050 JA-0418 BERG SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29048 JA-0416 NELSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29051 JA-0419 RONNING SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26308 MO-0268 Bearclaw 82-3B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
26845 MO-0389   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
28961 MO-0460 97C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
28964 MO-0463 97F Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
26921 JA-0331   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




22878 JA-0183 GARTH SITE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
22886 JA-0186 AKERS SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
22879 JA-0184 GARTH SITE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
13543 JA-0133 HART SITE #2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Cabin/homestead -1.6214 -1.75 
8955 JA-0093 EGENBERGER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
29167 MO-0497 HIGHES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
3932 LC-0205 F Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
9739 JA-0101 WHITE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
13119 JA-0120 BARTOS I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2284 JA-0390   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2282 JA-0393   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
18154 JA-0124 BERRY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
8800 JA-0088 KILMA ROAD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26827 MO-0373   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
26314 MO-0274 TARP B-5 C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
26822 MO-0369   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
24850 MO-0248 911209D- 31 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.6214 -1.75 
24849 MO-0247 911209D- 30 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
24807 MO-0234 911209D- 8 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
24848 MO-0246 911209D- 29 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
  -1.6214 -1.75 
26825 MO-0402   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
24814 MO-0241 911209D-24 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.6214 -1.75 
26823 MO-0370   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
24845 MO-0243 911209D-26 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




26824 MO-0371   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
28959 MO-0458 BADGER DROP 
ZONE SITE A 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
30052 JA-0447 SITE 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
12901 JA-0113 PAULY II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
12903 JA-0115 FEVERHELM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26300 MO-0264 IVY 38-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26836 MO-0382   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
22818 MO-0168 TARR CREEK 5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26834 MO-0380   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 







Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
27402 MO-0416 FORT AR Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
23193 MO-0175 VIPER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
22816 MO-0166 TARR CREEK 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
22813 MO-0169 TARR CREEK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
16351 MO-0132   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
24336 MO-0222   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
26841 MO-0385   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
24352 MO-0223   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
20963 MO-0158 SITE C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
4035 MO-0051 Site C Sand Blow Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26840 MO-0362   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
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Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
4014 MO-0070 LIEK #3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
29605 JA-0429 JANKE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
2338 JA-0056 F. DOLSEY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 




Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
24795 JA-0307 JOHNSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
18150 JA-0128 WESTFORK OF 
HILLS CREEK I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 





Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
10280 MO-0110 MCCOY 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
10278 MO-0108 McCoy 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
23451 MO-0179 FM-79 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -1.6214 -1.75 
27708 MO-0418 NAT SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
29141 MO-0485 CARUFEL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
27826 MO-0429 Left Over Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
27827 MO-0430 Soper-Jenkins Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
26696 MO-0359 MEROW SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
26696 MO-0359 MEROW SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.6214 -1.75 
29014 MO-0478 WEGNER A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
3977 MO-0075 Amidon Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




59632 MO-0579 Jones site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
59634 MO-0581 Furlin II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
59523 JA-0501 Ester J. Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
10279 MO-0109 MCCOY 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
10280 MO-0110 MCCOY 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
59146 JA-0473 Gjerseth Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
59149 JA-0474 Holcomb Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
59162 JA-0479 Bock Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
4019 MO-0043 Gilner Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
60655 JA-0519 Kimball Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
60660 JA-0521 Paul Giese II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
60667 MO-0615 Baby Pine Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
61703 MO-0624 Erickson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
61723 MO-0626 Jackson Lower Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
66866 MO-0657 Sand Grotto Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
66865 MO-0656 Grotto II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 
68024 MO-0659 Eastern Tarr Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
68884 MO-0666 SF Tarr Creek Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
70206 MO-0674 EPW Pine Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
70205 MO-0673 Tarr Storage Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
70184 MO-0668 Scattered Run Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
23891 MO-0192 911209A-01 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
73545 MO-0703 La Crosse Split Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
73407 MO-0694 Camel Back Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




Campsite/village -1.6214 -1.75 
73386 MO-0690 Contra Blackrock Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 




76224 MO-0723 STH 71 East Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.6214 -1.75 




Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
77287 MO-0727 Buried Suburb Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.6214 -1.75 
62823 MO-0621 Dry Place Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.5269 -1.75 
26325 MO-0280 TARP B-5 AB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.5269 -1.75 
4048 MO-0221 MO-W Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.5269 -1.75 
73384 MO-0688 Scattered Litter Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.5269 -1.75 
73364 MO-0687 Hazelwood Bisect Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.5269 -1.75 
63867 MO-0639 Tank Droppings Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
62843 MO-0638 Dry Fern Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
10300 TR-0138 J.O. BEADLE VII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 




Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
23768 TR-0271 ARCADIA IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
18430 LC-0402 AGGER GLYPHS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Rock art -1.4640 -1.5 
25694 LC-0588 SACIA B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 





Cave/rockshelter -1.4640 -1.5 
2345 JA-0059 O. CASPER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
2351 JA-0060 SKARR Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 
2346 JA-0058 GONIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
2347 JA-0064 MCCROREY I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 
2344 JA-0055 CASPER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
4005 MO-0210 MO-J Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
27657 MO-0423 SPARTA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
58972 JA-0465 O'Neill Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
13125 LC-0366 H-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
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29577 MO-0523 TOMAH SITE 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
59145 JA-0472 Stiene Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
26920 JA-0332 T-17 SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
2227 JA-0223 JATT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
26820 MO-0368   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
10289 MO-0119 MCCOY 14 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
26861 MO-0400   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
10288 MO-0118 MCCOY 13 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
10283 MO-0113 MCCOY 8 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
10281 MO-0111 MCCOY 6 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
10282 MO-0112 MCCOY 7 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
28960 MO-0459 97B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
9369 JA-0099 GILBERTSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 





Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 





Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 
18155 JA-0123 R. FOUND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
27969 JA-0401 JIM HOUD SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23758 TR-0262 SCHANK III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23757 TR-0261 SCHANK II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
4275 TR-0043   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23759 TR-0263 SCHANK I SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 





Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
7748 LC-0184 LYTLE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
5774 LC-0033 Urley Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
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5773 LC-0032 Collins Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 




Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
2283 JA-0392 LEVIS CREEK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
22706 JA-0175 BEIER/JENSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 





Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 
2314 JA-0005 East Fork Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
20686 LC-0435 HOYER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
29159 MO-0490 HIGLEY B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.4640 -1.5 





Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
26860 MO-0399   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
22815 MO-0167 TARR CREEK 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
26846 MO-0363   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 




Unknown -1.4640 -1.5 
7658 LC-0196   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
24787 JA-0292 PFAFF VID Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23681 MO-0183 ALDERWOOD 
LAKE SITE C 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23683 MO-0181 ALDERWOOD 
LAKE SITE G 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
23890 MO-0193 911209A-02 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
27401 MO-0415 E-FORT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
26855 MO-0367   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
59627 MO-0558 Old North Pine Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
59639 MO-0586 Bill's Last Hurrah Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
59548 LC-0729 Nelson Park Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
59145 JA-0472 Stiene Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
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59161 JA-0478 Blencoe Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
2310 JA-0228 JACC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.4640 -1.5 
70186 MO-0670 Rope Bridge Point Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.4640 -1.5 
73408 MO-0695 Hazel's Head Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
73405 MO-0692 Giblin Pond Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
73404 MO-0691 408 Scatter Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
73328 MO-0685 Hazel Dell Square Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.4640 -1.5 
4003 MO-0079 KURTZWEIL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3695 -1.5 
4001 MO-0066 H.R. SCHMIDT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3695 -1.5 
3971 MO-0090 THREE RING Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3695 -1.5 
29160 MO-0491 HIGLEY A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
26491 MO-0285 CORY SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
26853 MO-0393   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
26830 MO-0376   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
29141 MO-0485 CARUFEL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
29599 MO-0515 HANSCHE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.3695 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
66569 MO-0648 Coles Scatter 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
70185 MO-0669 Mistaken Identity Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 
77465 MO-0738 Silver Shavings Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3695 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 




Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
8548 LC-0217 NOSHONOC I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
4043 MO-0065 Sell Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.3065 -1.5 
21414 JA-0158 CURRAN SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
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25701 JA-0304 ISOLATED FIND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
4297 TR-0065 Wormtongue Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
8771 LC-0245 CHIPMUNK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
25695 LC-0589 SACIA A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
22219 JA-0167 STUBRUD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
4006 MO-0067 A.C. SCHMIDT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
4007 MO-0072 NIEFELDT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
9273 JA-0096 LITTLE STUMP Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 




Workshop site -1.3065 -1.5 
26874 JA-0325 SOLIE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
18153 JA-0131 KNAPP Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
2219 JA-0069   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
22880 JA-0185 GARTH SITE III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
29289 JA-0428 GARTH IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
22218 JA-0168 N. NELSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
16344 LC-0389 Surplus South Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
5850 LC-0110 SCHALLER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
11551 LC-0322 UNITRUST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 




Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 





Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
26837 MO-0361   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
8328 LC-0232 CRAIG I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
8678 LC-0254 Bangor I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
23679 MO-0185 ALDERWOOD Unknown Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
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LAKE SITE A Prehistoric 
26850 MO-0366   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
28131 MO-0441 ED'S LAST SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
27828 MO-0427 Luther Junior Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
59537 LC-0718 Laughrehr II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59538 LC-0719 Flemming Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59540 LC-0721 Huhn site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59541 LC-0722 Tauscher II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59543 LC-0723 Manke site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59521 JA-0499 Wensel site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59531 JA-0510 Reninger Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59157 JA-0476 Reinart Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59163 JA-0480 Gjerseth 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
59164 JA-0481 Bue Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 




Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
60668 MO-0616 Stillwell Picnic Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
64305 VE-1307 Penny Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
66924 TR-0401 Old Trempealeau Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
68304 JA-0535 D. Olson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.3065 -1.5 
70204 MO-0672 Stillwell Bob Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
73484 MO-0702 October Flow Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
73327 MO-0684 Lazy Beaver Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
73326 MO-0683 Auburn 16 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.3065 -1.5 
75364 TR-0405 Matrimony Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.3065 -1.5 
8463 TR-0166 BWF-B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 





Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
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4296 TR-0064 BORK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 





Quarry -1.1491 -1.25 
24723 LC-0568 LEWIS II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
23765 TR-0268 ARCADIA V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
23764 TR-0267 ARCADIA VI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
4279 TR-0047   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 




Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
20563 LC-0427 SACIA II SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
4000 MO-0209 MO-H Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
8465 TR-0168 BWF-E Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 
59141 JA-0470 Eckel Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
27971 LC-0643 WELDA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
23621 LC-0543 OPLAND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
26815 LC-0616 Gales Bluff Cave Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Rock art -1.1491 -1.25 
8982 LC-0290 KOSTUCH Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 




Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
21463 TR-0207 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY X SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 
5828 LC-0088 SOCIETY Unknown 
Prehistoric 





Workshop site -1.1491 -1.25 
705 LC-0187 KORPAL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.1491 -1.25 





Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 




Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
27636 LC-0639 "NA" Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
8445 LC-0077 METALLICS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
14203 JA-0151 LOCALITY 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 




Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
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Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
10324 LC-0323 L. HANSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 




Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 




Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 
26829 MO-0375   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 




Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
26315 MO-0275 TARP B-11 AB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
26860 MO-0399   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 




Workshop site -1.1491 -1.25 
30242 JA-0452 HAGAN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
2337 JA-0050 S. OLSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
2342 JA-0053 NORDAHL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -1.1491 -1.25 
29607 JA-0431 LAUFENBERG B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
29613 JA-0436 SHRAMEK E Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
10915 MO-0149 10915 SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Other -1.1491 -1.25 
8451 LC-0202 LA JEUNE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
59631 MO-0578 Jones II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
59633 MO-0580 Evens Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
59483 JA-0496 Horse Shoe A site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
59524 JA-0502 Hazel Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -1.1491 -1.25 
59525 JA-0503 Stetzer Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
59141 JA-0470 Eckel Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
59017 MO-0575 Bill Schneller #1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
68029 MO-0664 YAAS 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
68026 MO-0661 A1 Corner Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 
26323 MO-0278 KARMA 15-11 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -1.1491 -1.25 




Campsite/village -1.1491 -1.25 
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8470 TR-0117 KIPES ISLAND V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
4042 MO-0045 JORGENSEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.9916 -1 





Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
21626 TR-0209 DANIELS POINT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Quarry -0.9916 -1 
4012 MO-0068 LIEK #1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
23623 LC-0540 H. DANIELSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
26820 MO-0368   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.9916 -1 




Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
4712 VE-0389 VE-389 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
4713 VE-0390 VE-390 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.9916 -1 
24053 TR-0286 SCHAEFER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
24122 TR-0280 SCHLESSER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
26203 LC-0605 ROESLER 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
21081 LC-0461 SWING II SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
22231 LC-0504 JUSTIN II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.8342 -1 




Lithic scatter -0.8342 -1 
9264 LC-0421 ISOLATED FIND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.8342 -1 
4273 TR-0041   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
8460 TR-0111 PUCHALLA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
4274 TR-0042   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
23761 TR-0264 KOLSTAD SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
27817 TR-0319 Penman Fill Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.8342 -1 
21311 TR-0203 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY I SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 




Workshop site -0.8342 -1 
2354 JA-0057 A. EIDE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 











9763 LC-0310 HEVER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
24783 JA-0288 PFAFF V-B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.8342 -1 
2362 JA-0040 Geske Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.8342 -1 
19137 JA-0137 PARCEL A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Quarry -0.8342 -1 
59481 JA-0494 Jennings Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.8342 -1 
59484 JA-0497 Horse Shoe B Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.8342 -1 
21293 TR-0185 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY IX SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 




Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
29455 VE-1208 KP-72 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
28835 VE-1128 NORTH TURTLE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29474 VE-1227 KP-92 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29473 VE-1226 KP-91 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29472 VE-1225 KP-90 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29406 VE-1168 KP-30 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29465 VE-1218 KP-82 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29438 VE-1230 White Gull Pits Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29451 VE-1204 KP-68 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29033 LC-0677 STANKEY SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29076 JA-0423 HERTZFELDT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Cave/rockshelter -0.6767 -0.75 
29396 VE-1162 KP-24 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29395 VE-1161 KP-23 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29380 VE-1148 KP-9 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29377 VE-1145 KP-5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29375 VE-1143 KP-3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
29393 VE-1160 KP-22 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29388 VE-1155 KP-16 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 




27980 VE-1104 JIM PARR SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 




Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 





Rock art -0.6767 -0.75 
24732 JA-0239 SCHROEDER I B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
24785 JA-0290 PFAFF VIB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
24780 JA-0285 PFAFF IVC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
24781 JA-0286 PFAFF IVD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
24760 JA-0267 JAHN II A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
10104 VE-0711 SCHULTZ I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 




Lithic scatter -0.6767 -0.75 
4767 VE-0444 VE-444 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4688 VE-0365 VE-365 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4735 VE-0412 VE-412 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4736 VE-0413 VE-413 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4742 VE-0419 VE-419 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4740 VE-0417 VE-417 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4741 VE-0418 VE-418 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4743 VE-0420 VE-420 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4744 VE-0421 VE-421 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4745 VE-0422 VE-422 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4516 VE-0191 FRYE VIII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4599 VE-0274 L. HEMSTAD I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4639 VE-0314 VE-314 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4638 VE-0313 VE-313 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4666 VE-0343 VE-343 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4658 VE-0335 VE-335 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
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4621 VE-0296 PARR SITE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4620 VE-0295 D. HANSON V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4646 VE-0323 VE-323 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4648 VE-0325 VE -325 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4675 VE-0352 VE-352 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4508 VE-0183 TRAPPE IX Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
4637 VE-0312 VE-312 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.6767 -0.75 
78704 JA-0570 Thistle Isolate Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.6767 -0.75 
29641 TR-0371 NELSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 




Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
18201 TR-0158 SCHROCK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.5193 -0.75 




Isolated finds -0.5193 -0.75 




Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
22895 TR-0249 J. SOPPA SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
23767 TR-0270 ARCADIA III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
23049 LC-0512 NELSON SITE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
10338 LC-0332 STASIAK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
16340 LC-0385 R. Hanson 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 




Lithic scatter -0.5193 -0.75 
27964 MO-0431 PARLOW SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
21310 TR-0202 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY II SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
8998 TR-0127 SKORSTAD II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 




Lithic scatter -0.5193 -0.75 
29161 MO-0492 FISHER A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.5193 -0.75 
29157 MO-0488 STONE B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.5193 -0.75 




Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 








8329 LC-0233 CRAIG II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
8331 LC-0235 NIEDFELT II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
10294 LC-0329 C. JEPSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
8329 LC-0233 CRAIG II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
24776 JA-0281 PFAFF IIC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
24786 JA-0291 PFAFF VIC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
23944 VE-0996 JACKSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
59153 TR-0377 Quammer 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.5193 -0.75 
4746 VE-0423   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4625 VE-0300 FRYE XIV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 




Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4578 VE-0253 N. Nottlestad V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4628 VE-0303 R. RISEN SITE III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4682 VE-0359 VE-359 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4676 VE-0353 VE-353 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4677 VE-0354 VE-354 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4674 VE-0351 VE-351 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4672 VE-0349 VE-349 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4764 VE-0441 Billings West Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4384 VE-0059 GILLEN I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
4750 VE-0427   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
66709 TR-0399 Thompson Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.5193 -0.75 
59794 MO-0595 Jack Cook site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.4248 -0.5 
23921 MO-0189 HILL SITE #2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.4248 -0.5 
3994 MO-0014   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.4248 -0.5 
28681 MO-0453 Leverich Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.4248 -0.5 








Workshop site -0.4248 -0.5 




Lithic scatter -0.4248 -0.5 
29601 MO-0517 SCHAITEL EAST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.4248 -0.5 




Lithic scatter -0.4248 -0.5 
61704 MO-0625 Rhodenhizer Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.4248 -0.5 
61724 MO-0627 Bjorkman Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.4248 -0.5 
29642 TR-0372 TWO NICHLOS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
4295 TR-0063 Suhr Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
4296 TR-0064 BORK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
60138 TR-0390 Maule Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 





4290 TR-0058 Hunger Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24281 MO-0218 CLARK #2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
8462 TR-0113 PIGEON CREEK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
26077 JA-0315 UH HUH Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
20566 LC-0431 VARUM 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
2343 JA-0054 O. DOLSEY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 
4015 MO-0146 RUSCH Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 





Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
28649 VE-1125 CUDGEL RUN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 
29420 VE-1182 KP-44 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
29457 VE-1210 KP-74 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
29403 VE-1165 KP-27 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
29405 VE-1167 KP-29 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 




Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 
28582 JA-0411 SPORS SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
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27062 JA-0346 ROSENBAUM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
10330 JA-0103 TROUT RUN 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 





Unknown -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
3963 MO-0087 LONG GARDEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
13111 TR-0149 Arcadia Plyers Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
25225 TR-0299 EMMONS SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24121 TR-0279 SLABY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 





Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
22885 TR-0241 HOESLEY SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
29383 VE-1151 KP-12 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 
29381 VE-1149 KP-10 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
28898 JA-0414 HOFFMAN BOG Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 





Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 
24731 JA-0238 SCHROEDER I A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24733 JA-0240 SCHROEDER I C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 
24772 JA-0279 PFAFF IIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24778 JA-0283 PFAFF IVA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




24757 JA-0264 GIESE IIIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 
24759 JA-0266 JAHN I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.3618 -0.5 
24761 JA-0268 JAHN II B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24762 JA-0269 JAHN III A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24763 JA-0270 JAHN III B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24764 JA-0271 JAHN IV A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
24765 JA-0272 JAHN IV B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
11591 VE-0774 FEATS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 
23941 VE-0992 CALAMITY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
59485 JA-0498 Koranda Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
59166 JA-0483 Gaul Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 






Quarry -0.3618 -0.5 
60659 JA-0520 Paul Giese I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.3618 -0.5 
4687 VE-0364 VE-364 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
4718 VE-0395 VE-395 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
4656 VE-0333 VE-333 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 
9701 VE-0665   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.3618 -0.5 




Lithic scatter -0.3618 -0.5 
59197 VE-1270 CTH F Site 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
59197 VE-1270 CTH F Site 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
8316 LC-0220 NOSHONOC II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
20952 TR-0182 Black Flag Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.2044 -0.25 




Isolated finds -0.2044 -0.25 









9762 LC-0319 GOLLNICK B-2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
8321 LC-0225 SEVERSON II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
8320 LC-0224 SEVERSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
14163 LC-0377 LR 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.2044 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.2044 -0.25 
59197 VE-1270 CTH F Site 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
59197 VE-1270 CTH F Site 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
59638 MO-0585 Dickenson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.2044 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.2044 -0.25 
4491 VE-0166 KAUKL SITE IX Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
4711 VE-0388 VE-388 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
4714 VE-0391 VE-391 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
4392 VE-0067 Hagen Site II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
4383 VE-0058 Saunders Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
4448 VE-0123 CASS I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.2044 -0.25 
64087 VE-1303 Gilbertson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 
29640 TR-0370 HUNGER 1996 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
3950 MO-0059 Lewis Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
20700 VE-0846 RUNNING SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site -0.0470 -0.25 
9753 VE-0682 SILBAUGH VI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
29251 TR-0364 PEHLER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 
8978 VE-0663 TAYLOR SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
7691 VE-0567 VEGLAHN IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




24608 VE-1017 DUMMER FLAT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
  -0.0470 -0.25 
7698 VE-0573 KORTHALIS I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
27659 MO-0425 Monroe Hospital Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
25964 LC-0591 HALE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
11516 VE-0727 BARGER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
22536 VE-0928 TOLLACKSON II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
2217 JA-0209 JA-B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -0.0470 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 
5867 LC-0127 MEIR Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
21080 LC-0460 SWING I SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
22227 LC-0503 JUSTIN I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
8593 VE-0519 OSHE SHANGO Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
10326 LC-0325 C. HANSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
5844 LC-0104 PAULSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
29995 VE-1242 Indian Hill Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
61041 MO-0617 Sarah Johnson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 
28140 VE-1108 GETTER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 
26197 LC-0610 RUSTY GLYPHS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Rock art -0.0470 -0.25 
12989 LC-0346 STROMSTAD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.0470 -0.25 




12991 LC-0348 ARDELL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.0470 -0.25 
12995 VE-0795 STEVEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
11592 VE-0775 FUERST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
11588 VE-0771 DAVID BAHR I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
11589 VE-0772 PAYTON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
24611 VE-1026 VATLAND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
23976 VE-0998 GRAFHAUGEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
13073 VE-0806 HEWITT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.0470 -0.25 
13072 VE-0805 DIAMOND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.0470 -0.25 
13048 VE-0803 HILL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
25251 VE-1042 ELMER LARSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown -0.0470 -0.25 
11610 VE-0792 ALTON SVEUM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
11520 VE-0731 BARNVIEW Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 




Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
22595 VE-0922 WROBEL SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds -0.0470 -0.25 
27414 VE-1092 ROBERT LEE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
25965 LC-0586 SAND LAKE 
HILLS AREA H 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
24126 TR-0284 SUCHLA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
60304 LC-0742 Sarazin Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
60304 LC-0742 Sarazin Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
4681 VE-0358 VE-358 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
4680 VE-0357 VE-357 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
4679 VE-0356 VE-356 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village -0.0470 -0.25 
66807 VE-1315 Parsonage Road Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter -0.0470 -0.25 




60112 LC-0734 Gilster II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59240 JA-0456 Basil Nelson 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 





Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
21415 JA-0159 V. HANSEN SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 




Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 




Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
4004 MO-0080 SCHMIDT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
18415 JA-0136 STEIG/YORK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
23050 LC-0513 NELSON SITE #2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
23051 LC-0514 NELSON 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.1105 0.25 
59212 LC-0712 Ruler Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 




Isolated finds 0.1105 0.25 




Isolated finds 0.1105 0.25 
2353 JA-0049 H. OLSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 




Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
8318 LC-0222 SCHILLER B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24581 TR-0294 DEJNO Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24794 JA-0306 HELLER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
29611 JA-0434 SCHRAMEK C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24793 JA-0305 SCHRAMEK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24796 JA-0308 SEDELBAUER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
11834 JA-0145 POLE GROVE 
ROAD # 2 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 




Workshop site 0.1105 0.25 
24790 JA-0295 PFAFF VIIC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24789 JA-0294 PFAFF VIIB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24791 JA-0296 PFAFF VIID Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
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24788 JA-0293 PFAFF VIIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24771 JA-0278 PFAFF IC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24770 JA-0277 PFAFF IB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
24769 JA-0276 PFAFF IA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
59240 JA-0456 Basil Nelson 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 




Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 




Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59240 JA-0456 Basil Nelson 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59636 MO-0583 Wells Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59528 JA-0506 Massman B site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59014 MO-0574 Schmitz I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
59154 TR-0378 Quammer 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
65843 LC-0777 GBL Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.1105 0.25 
69264 JA-0544 GS Field 13 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
69245 JA-0543 GS Field 12 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.1105 0.25 
60132 LC-0737 Kyo Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
60182 MO-0607 Chaseburg Cans Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
60183 MO-0608 Monty's Folly Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
60247 MO-0602 Dan Hubber Farm Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59196 LC-0716 Robinson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59195 VE-1269 CTH F Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59202 VE-1266 01.008-02 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
59200 VE-1264 01.008-3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59203 VE-1273 West CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59205 VE-1275 West CTH P Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59196 LC-0716 Robinson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59195 VE-1269 CTH F Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
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59202 VE-1266 01.008-02 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
59200 VE-1264 01.008-3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59203 VE-1273 West CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59205 VE-1275 West CTH P Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
3926 MO-0085   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
3952 MO-0060 SKARDA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
3951 MO-0062 Leland Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
25770 TR-0298 HANSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
9757 LC-0307 DEL PONTE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
23295 VE-0978 LETZRING Unknown 
Prehistoric 





Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
58958 VE-1259 Von Ruden Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
21077 VE-0863 COLE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4028 MO-0037 MERCHANT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
29250 TR-0363 KUBE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
23766 TR-0269 ARCADIA II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
28493 LC-0658 HEROLD I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
29187 LC-0684 Herold III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
7689 VE-0565 VEGLAHN II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
24599 VE-1018 OAK RIDGE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
14840 MO-0143 RAY SCHULTZ Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
24347 LC-0552   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
26986 LC-0623 KAMMEL FOUR Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
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Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
29460 VE-1213 KP-77 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
23055 LC-0518 MIEDMA SITE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
23053 LC-0516 NELSON SITE 5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
23052 LC-0515 NELSON SITE 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8792 LC-0284 J. ANDERSON II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8793 LC-0285 J. ANDERSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 






Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
24320 LC-0555 THISTLERIUM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8761 LC-0264 HAUSER V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
18076 VE-0812 MURPHY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8779 LC-0276 ANTONY II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
29065 LC-0679 FREIT II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
8336 LC-0240 B. SCHMITZ Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
9740 LC-0298 GOLLNICK IC-6 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Rock art 0.2679 0.5 




Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
24726 LC-0569 SHADY PINES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
23141 LC-0526 KOSTUCK I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Workshop site 0.2679 0.5 




Workshop site 0.2679 0.5 




Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 




Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 




Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
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25160 VE-1032 GLEN AND 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
25899 MO-0250 SKOGDALEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
29228 LC-0688 HUTCHENS 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
7744 LC-0180 BAGSTAD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.2679 0.5 
22570 VE-0912 LORENZ PINSKI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
25167 VE-0916 PINSKI EAST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
29401 VE-1163 KP-25 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
25793 LC-0587 B-7 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8337 LC-0241 DAN JONES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
11590 VE-0773 NANCY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
11587 VE-0770 MANEUVERS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
11559 VE-0742 RYAN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
8966 VE-0649 DEBUHR II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
59196 LC-0716 Robinson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59195 VE-1269 CTH F Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59202 VE-1266 01.008-02 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
59200 VE-1264 01.008-3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59203 VE-1273 West CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59205 VE-1275 West CTH P Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59196 LC-0716 Robinson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59195 VE-1269 CTH F Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59202 VE-1266 01.008-02 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
59200 VE-1264 01.008-3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
59203 VE-1273 West CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59205 VE-1275 West CTH P Site 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
59546 LC-0726 Jones III site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 




4401 VE-0076 O. WOLFE SITE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4400 VE-0075 MUNSON SITE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4361 VE-0036 NOTTLESTAD I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4369 VE-0044 ROSE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4543 VE-0218 F. ROSE V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Cave/rockshelter 0.2679 0.5 
4779 VE-0456 VE-456 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4632 VE-0307 VE-307 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4631 VE-0306 VE-306 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4389 VE-0064 TRAPPE SITE V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 
4733 VE-0410 BALTZ VII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Lithic scatter 0.2679 0.5 
66552 MO-0642 Brockhaus Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.2679 0.5 




Isolated finds 0.2679 0.5 
62023 VE-1302 Volden Brothers Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.4254 0.5 
24602 TR-0296 LAMBERT SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
22888 TR-0243 BARTLE II SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
20445 VE-0840 HOFRICHTER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.4254 0.5 




Workshop site 0.4254 0.5 
23771 TR-0274 SMITH SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
24569 TR-0295 GUENTHER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
26987 LC-0624 KAMMEL FIVE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
26984 LC-0621 KAMMEL TWO Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
28677 LC-0664 MADES 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.4254 0.5 




21417 JA-0161 PFAFF SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
26964 LC-0632 HELLER 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Cave/rockshelter 0.4254 0.5 




Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
3964 MO-0086 JACOBSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
24592 TR-0290 KLINK SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
2365 JA-0052 LARSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.4254 0.5 
18679 LC-0418 HOCOKA SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.4254 0.5 
59170 JA-0487 Halik Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.4254 0.5 
59943 JA-0513 Anderson Quarry Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Quarry 0.4254 0.5 
60181 MO-0606 Rainbow Shorts Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5198 0.75 
3953 MO-0061 SKARDA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.5828 0.75 
3943 MO-0029 MENN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.5828 0.75 
3981 MO-0073 SOMMERFIELD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.5828 0.75 
29252 TR-0365 PEHLER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.5828 0.75 
8956 MO-0105 VON RUDEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.5828 0.75 
29448 VE-1201 KP-65 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
9408 MO-0142 CLIFTON CAMP Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.5828 0.75 





Unknown 0.5828 0.75 




Cache/pit/hearth 0.5828 0.75 
59463 TR-0382 Lime Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
59009 MO-0569 Arendt West I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
59010 MO-0570 Arendt West II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
59011 MO-0571 Schaller East I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
59012 MO-0572 Schaller East II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
59013 MO-0573 Schaller East III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
61673 MO-0619 Pretty Cherty Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.5828 0.75 
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Isolated finds 0.5828 0.75 
62983 TR-0395 Jolbadnal Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
28674 LC-0667 STASIAK 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
59201 VE-1265 01.008-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
59201 VE-1265 01.008-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
22245 LC-0495 BRUEMMER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
22244 LC-0494 BRUEMMER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
11050 VE-0718 SILBAUGH VII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
21071 VE-0857 HIRSCH I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
21585 TR-0222 Cemetery Spur Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
21584 TR-0221 P. Walski Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 




Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
8643 VE-0512 ZOOTS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Other 0.7403 1 
22228 LC-0502 HOETH SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
22229 LC-0505 KAMMEL SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
29163 MO-0494 YAHNKE B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
8696 LC-0252 VAN DUNK SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
28675 LC-0666 P. JOHNSON 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
29032 LC-0676 SCHILLING SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
24571 LC-0557 HEIDER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
8758 LC-0267 HAUSER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
8951 LC-0292 HAUSER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
8760 LC-0265 HAUSER IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 




Workshop site 0.7403 1 
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8777 LC-0275 ANTONY I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
25935 LC-0594   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
8778 LC-0277 ANTONY III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
27675 LC-0637 Anthony II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.7403 1 
26992 LC-0620 KENDHAMMER Unknown 
Prehistoric 





Campsite/village 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
3965 MO-0089 SCHURECHT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
21307 TR-0199 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY VI SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
21308 TR-0200 NEWCOMB 
VALLEY V SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
14206 JA-0154 LOCALITY 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
22584 VE-0956 WOLFE A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 




Isolated finds 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
28517 TR-0325 LINDERUD C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
8620 VE-0546 D. LEE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
7745 LC-0181 BJORNSTAD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.7403 1 
22567 VE-0908 LEIBEL II SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
8334 LC-0238 ROCKLAND I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
11594 VE-0776 King West Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
23945 VE-0997 CLARK Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
59201 VE-1265 01.008-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
59201 VE-1265 01.008-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
59320 LC-0714 Lee II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
59641 MO-0588 Layton II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 




Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
59948 TR-0388 Salzwedel Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
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Isolated finds 0.7403 1 




Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
4515 VE-0190 J. Breidenstein II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 





Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
4362 VE-0037 NOTTLESTAD II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 




Campsite/village 0.7403 1 





Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
4803 VE-0483 VE-0483 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.7403 1 
65610 LC-0776 Spur Lumber Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.7403 1 
66806 VE-1314 Mindy Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.7403 1 
61950 LC-0761 Muddy Puddle Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 




Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
61962 MO-0629 Blazek Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
4325 TR-0093 Kopp Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22896 TR-0250 G.K. SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22896 TR-0250 G.K. SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22896 TR-0250 G.K. SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
59204 VE-1274 West CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
59204 VE-1274 West CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
3925 MO-0084   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
10020 VE-0847 RILEY III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4045 MO-0047 Sweet Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
23920 MO-0190 HILL SITE #3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
8972 VE-0655 POWELL I SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
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9299 VE-0703 AUSTRIA SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
8977 VE-0662 HUTCH SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
7709 VE-0584 NYGAARD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
8308 VE-0611 RUNNINGEN IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
7684 VE-0560 JORGENSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
58974 JA-0467 Hertzfeldt Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
13120 MO-0125 WOODRUFF Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
29409 VE-1171 KP-33 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
29417 VE-1179 KP-41 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
29458 VE-1211 KP-75 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
29469 VE-1222 KP-86 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
29429 VE-1191 KP-53 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
29407 VE-1169 KP-31 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
59471 VE-1262 Lonely Walk Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
11517 VE-0728 BELTRAN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
11572 VE-0755 THORSEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
25953 VE-1080   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22585 VE-0957 WOLFE B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
22586 VE-0958 WOLFE IIII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
11569 VE-0752 LEPKE WEST I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
10101 VE-0708 RESCHKE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 








7714 VE-0589 MILTON LEUM I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
23119 VE-0973 ARNOLD SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 0.8977 1 




Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
25895 LC-0584 SCHLICT FARM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
12997 LC-0337 FRED SCHLICT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
12990 LC-0347 NICKERS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
12992 LC-0349 ARNOLD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 





Workshop site 0.8977 1 
23940 VE-0991 RHUBARB ROW Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22572 VE-0914 OSCAR SITE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
11603 VE-0785 RUDIE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
11604 VE-0786 RUDIE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
12606 VE-0809 ISOLATE #1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
11519 VE-0730 BUFORD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
11580 VE-0763 RAGING BULL Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 




Isolated finds 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
18673 VE-0836 WESLEY SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
25247 VE-1038 HOFF QUARRY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Quarry 0.8977 1 
24607 VE-1023 OATFIELD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
18668 VE-0828 QUAM SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
9137 VE-0694 HAMILTON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
18667 VE-0827 HELD SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
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Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
22550 VE-0893 EKHOLM II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
59204 VE-1274 West CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
59204 VE-1274 West CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
59640 MO-0587 Layton Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
59643 MO-0590 Evens III Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
59168 JA-0485 Halik 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
60347 VE-1294 Hay Valley Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 0.8977 1 
4704 VE-0381 VE-381 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4702 VE-0379 VE-379 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 




Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4715 VE-0392 VE-392 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4399 VE-0074 BARCLAY II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4386 VE-0061 TRAPPE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4507 VE-0182 TRAPPE VIII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4684 VE-0361 VE-361 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4686 VE-0363 VE-363 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4685 VE-0362 VE-362 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
9698 VE-0672   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
9697 VE-0668   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
4475 VE-0150 WOODARD III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 0.8977 1 
66864 MO-0655 Canary Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 0.8977 1 




Isolated finds 0.8977 1 
60249 MO-0604 Kersten Peterson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
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Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59549 LC-0730 Ebner Coulee site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59198 VE-1271 East CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59199 VE-1272 East CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59321 MO-0561 Opsahl Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59239 JA-0455 Basil Nelson 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59198 VE-1271 East CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59199 VE-1272 East CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59321 MO-0561 Opsahl Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
23507 LC-0539 JEPSON FLAKES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
25739 LC-0580 BRUEMMER 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
25737 LC-0581 BRUEMMER 8 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24906 LC-0562 LABUS IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24627 LC-0563 LABUS V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24511 LC-0565 LABUS VIII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24573 LC-0560 LABUS II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29987 VE-1235 AG 2001 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
4030 MO-0039 SONNENBERG Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8616 VE-0501 Sinkule Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
27519 TR-0317 Walski Spur Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
21583 TR-0220 Beige Swiss Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
27520 TR-0318 Dad Schlesser Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
10109 VE-0716 MOE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
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Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
14157 LC-0381 SJ 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
9746 LC-0304 GOLLNICK IC-5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
9744 LC-0302 GOLLNICK IC-4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
26989 LC-0626 BAHR Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
25696 LC-0578 PFAFF SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
25798 JA-0323   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
8578 VE-0489   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
23054 LC-0517 MIEDMA I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
29166 LC-0683 WITTE 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
29171 LC-0681 WITTE 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
29172 LC-0682 WITTE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 






Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
22239 LC-0496 BRUEMMER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
HCM concentration 1.0552 1.25 
58966 JA-0461 L .& L. Larson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
58965 JA-0460 Schmidt 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29503 VE-1231 OLSON SITE 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
29504 VE-1232 OLSON SITE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
13128 LC-0361 DC-4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8776 LC-0278 ANTONY IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8775 LC-0279 ANTONY V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
14156 LC-0380 IC 3 D Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
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27053 JA-0337 EAST CHURCH 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
27061 JA-0345 JACK GILBERT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
9591 JA-0097 MAYER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8745 LC-0261 TAUSCHER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
26204 LC-0606 ROESLER 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
30625 LC-0710 SHRINE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
25919 LC-0597 TRINITY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 





Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
14204 JA-0152 LOCALITY 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
2366 JA-0216 JAEE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
2333 JA-0044 SCHOESSER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.0552 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
28518 TR-0326 LINDERUD D Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
28539 TR-0347 LINDERUD AA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
28519 TR-0327 LINDERUD E Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
28541 TR-0349 LINDERUD CC Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.0552 1.25 
28537 TR-0345 LINDERUD Y Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
28544 TR-0350 LINDERUD J Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8617 VE-0544 RUNDHAUGEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.0552 1.25 
29230 LC-0690 HUTCHENS 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29229 LC-0689 HUTCHENS 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




29258 VE-1137 GILBECK 5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29254 VE-1133 GILBECK 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
29594 LC-0697 HUBER 2 SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
18428 LC-0400 B5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
23503 LC-0535 KEITH/PIERCE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
8330 LC-0234 NIEDFELT I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24751 JA-0258 HELLER I B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
24750 JA-0257 HELLER I A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
59239 JA-0455 Basil Nelson 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
11575 VE-0758 James King I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
11595 VE-0777 JAMES KING II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
11562 VE-0745 Terry Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
11563 VE-0746 PAYNE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
11564 VE-0747 MULLER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
59198 VE-1271 East CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59199 VE-1272 East CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59321 MO-0561 Opsahl Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59198 VE-1271 East CTH P Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59199 VE-1272 East CTH P Site 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59321 MO-0561 Opsahl Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59239 JA-0455 Basil Nelson 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
59321 MO-0561 Opsahl Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
59482 JA-0495 Jennings II site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 




59465 TR-0384 Byon Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
60696 LC-0745 Manke Farms II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
  1.0552 1.25 
61725 MO-0628 Johnson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.0552 1.25 
4542 VE-0217 F. ROSE SITE IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 
4371 VE-0046 STEINMETZ Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.0552 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
61957 LC-0768 End of Line Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
27848 TR-0320 KLOPP SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
59707 TR-0387 Labakken II Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
59193 VE-1267 CTH F Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
59193 VE-1267 CTH F Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
21302 TR-0194 Lakes Coulee IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
24448 VE-1002   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
  1.2126 1.25 
4044 MO-0046 GRIFFIN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
23919 MO-0191 HILL SITE #4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
23922 MO-0188 HILL SITE #1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
3982 MO-0074 WILDE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
21591 TR-0215 Wild Rooster Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
8588 VE-0497   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
9297 VE-0701 POWELL RIDGE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
9298 VE-0702 KERNEL SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
7712 VE-0587 KLUM III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
7690 VE-0566 VEGLAHN III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
7595 VE-0600 RUNNINGEN III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
24133 MO-0197 KOWITZ II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




10314 LC-0327 DEL PONTE III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
27658 MO-0424 WRIGHT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
66928 JA-0533 Jahn VI A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 
8589 VE-0488   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
29468 VE-1221 KP-85 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29466 VE-1219 KP-83 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
29456 VE-1209 KP-73 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29454 VE-1207 KP-71 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29427 VE-1189 KP-51 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
29426 VE-1188 KP-50 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29471 VE-1224 KP-89 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29440 VE-1193 KP-55 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29404 VE-1166 KP-28 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
9704 VE-0664   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
9704 VE-0664   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
29450 VE-1203 KP-67 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
29080 JA-0420 KRUEGER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
11518 VE-0729 LEPKE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
24512 VE-1009 LEPKE 5 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
24713 VE-1013 HANSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
21408 VE-0866 WARD SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
22575 VE-0947 MURPHY A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 




Rock art 1.2126 1.25 
22452 TR-0225   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
8743 LC-0259 TAUSCHER I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




25922 LC-0600 ROESLER 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
25921 LC-0599 FIFTY PERCENT Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
25918 LC-0596 HAMMES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
3960 MO-0217 MO-X Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
23762 TR-0265 ARCADIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
22897 TR-0251 SABOTTA SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
20991 LC-0455 SWENNES 
ONEOTA II SITE 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
20981 LC-0451 BOYD LEE 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown 1.2126 1.25 
11571 VE-0754 MCVOY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
28515 TR-0323 LINDERUD A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
18163 VE-0814 JOHN KOULA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Cave/rockshelter 1.2126 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
7723 VE-0592 VIVIAN LEUM Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
23123 MO-0174 PARKHURST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
23121 VE-0975 BISHOP SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 
24782 JA-0287 PFAFF V-A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 




Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 




Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 
24766 JA-0273 JAHN V A Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 
24767 JA-0274 JAHN V B Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.2126 1.25 
24768 JA-0275 JAHN V C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




18357 VE-0841 SITE 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
23943 VE-0994 LARSON RIDGE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
24615 VE-1030 JOSEPH Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
23932 VE-0986 DAS HUND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
13058 VE-0804 FORD Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
11608 VE-0790 DARIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
11607 VE-0789 STINOCHER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
24535 VE-1005 LEPKE I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
18670 VE-0833 ANN SCHEDIVY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
11554 VE-0737 MURRAY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
11555 VE-0738 NEVINS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
11556 VE-0739 CONSTABLE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
59193 VE-1267 CTH F Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
59193 VE-1267 CTH F Site 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
23939 VE-0990 ERNEST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
59165 JA-0482 Eberhardt Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
58909 TR-0381 FF 105-1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
60312 VE-1291 Jug Creek South Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
61243 LC-0748 Heuer Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 




4732 VE-0409 VE-409 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4780 VE-0457 VE-457 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4614 VE-0289 L. Lisney Site V Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4605 VE-0280   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4615 VE-0290 L. Lisney Site VI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4616 VE-0291 L. Lisney Site VII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4535 VE-0210 L. Stone I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4691 VE-0368 VE-368 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4699 VE-0376 VE-376 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4709 VE-0386 VE-386 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4627 VE-0302 FRYE XVI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4626 VE-0301 FRYE XV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4612 VE-0287 FRYE XI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4624 VE-0299 FRYE XIII Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 





Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 





Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 





Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 




Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4358 VE-0033 KAUKL III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4655 VE-0332 VE-332 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4654 VE-0331 VE 331 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4652 VE-0329 VE-329 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4653 VE-0330 VE-330 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4754 VE-0431 VE-431 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4636 VE-0311 VE-311 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
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9699 VE-0671   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
9700 VE-0666   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
9702 VE-0667   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4381 VE-0056 Budde I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Mound(s) - Conical 1.2126 1.25 
4726 VE-0403   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4725 VE-0402   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4724 VE-0401   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4728 VE-0405   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4759 VE-0436   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4434 VE-0109 ANDERSON IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
4762 VE-0439   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.2126 1.25 
69809 LC-0785 Pinawa Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
69808 LC-0784 B-Dog Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
69806 LC-0782 Bina Road Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 
73884 MO-0705 Muehlenkamp Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.2126 1.25 




Isolated finds 1.2126 1.25 
61963 MO-0630 Cooley Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
61965 MO-0632 Heilman Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
22889 TR-0244 BARTLE III SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
27517 TR-0315 Son Schlesser Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
60187 VE-1290 IF Twinde Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
59752 VE-1283 Early Bird Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
59322 MO-0562 Malin site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
59322 MO-0562 Malin site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
7564 MO-0095   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
29991 VE-1239 JACOBSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
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4025 MO-0036 WILDE FIND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
4020 MO-0044 LAVERN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
21589 TR-0219 I. Schlesser Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
7687 VE-0563 JORGENSON III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
24128 MO-0196 KOWITZ Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
3969 MO-0421 MO-T Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
29463 VE-1216 KP-80 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
29461 VE-1214 KP-78 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
29462 VE-1215 KP-79 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
8298 MO-0098 DOPSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
23124 VE-0977 GABRIELSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
28535 TR-0343 LINDERUD W Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 




Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 




Isolated finds 1.3701 1.5 
30000 VE-1246 CUTOFF SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
24056 TR-0287 THOMPSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
12002 JA-0143 SITE #1 BRIDGE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
12003 JA-0142 SITE #2 BRIDGE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
8801 JA-0089 PETERSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
24753 JA-0260 HELLER I D Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
24752 JA-0259 HELLER I C Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
24737 JA-0244 SCHROEDER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Workshop site 1.3701 1.5 
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24784 JA-0289 PFAFF VIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
11568 VE-0751 BURTON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
11566 VE-0749 JEFFERY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
59322 MO-0562 Malin site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
59322 MO-0562 Malin site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
59322 MO-0562 Malin site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
59526 JA-0504 Massman D site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
59527 JA-0505 Massman C. site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
4781 VE-0458 VE-458 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
4537 VE-0212 G. VANCE III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
4708 VE-0385 VE-385 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
4406 VE-0081 J. DAINES I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
4766 VE-0443 Cross Road South Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 
4436 VE-0111 ANDERSON VI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.3701 1.5 




Lithic scatter 1.3701 1.5 
64088 VE-1304 Lone Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
64089 VE-1305 Dry Gully Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
60246 LC-0741 Earl J. Rhodes Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
21242 LC-0464 MORRIS SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
24906 LC-0562 LABUS IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
24582 LC-0561 LABUS III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
24539 LC-0559 LABUS I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
21240 LC-0462 HAUSER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
24618 LC-0574 WEHRS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
14162 LC-0378 AV 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
9759 LC-0309 HOLTHAUS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
30624 VE-1255 BURKE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
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30003 VE-1249 GRAVEL OASIS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
29992 VE-1240 FREE GR SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
10040 VE-0706 CHRISTIANSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
30623 VE-1254 ROTH Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
8632 VE-0540 HANSON I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
7725 VE-0594 DINGLEDEIN II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
7711 VE-0586 KLUM II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
8646 VE-0537 MILLER III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.5275 1.75 
8302 VE-0617 GIANOLI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
22246 LC-0481 JANDT SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
26108 LC-0595 Kunerts Korn Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
5891 LC-0152 SCHMALTZ I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
26990 LC-0627 GLASS/SILHA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
8576 VE-0484 GLASO Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
29470 VE-1223 KP-87 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
28676 LC-0665 P. JOHNSON 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 





Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 





Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
18957 LC-0424 HAUSER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
22237 LC-0492 OLDENBERG IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
22236 LC-0491 OLDENBERG Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
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Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
22242 LC-0499 OLDENBERG IIA Unknown 
Prehistoric 
HCM concentration 1.5275 1.75 
24572 LC-0558 HEIDER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
18449 LC-0404 ELMWOOD II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
58967 JA-0462 Schmidt 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
22220 JA-0169 SWENSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
22217 JA-0172 QUARRY BEND Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
22551 VE-0942 PEDRETTI I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Workshop site 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
27056 JA-0340 EAST CHURCH 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
9755 VE-0848 SILBAUGH III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
25923 LC-0601 MANNING Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 




Workshop site 1.5275 1.75 




Unknown 1.5275 1.75 




Unknown 1.5275 1.75 
20980 LC-0450 BOYD LEE II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Unknown 1.5275 1.75 
29996 VE-1243 HIGHTOP SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
29256 VE-1135 GILBECK 4 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 





Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
30419 LC-0708 HEMKER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




14166 VE-0808 BRYE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
25252 VE-1043 DAVID MOILIEN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
18359 VE-0842 SITE 2 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
25263 VE-1048 Granke Farm Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
7705 VE-0580 JOHNSON 
NORTH SITE I 
Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
24605 VE-1021 CEDAR VALLEY Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
8968 VE-0651 TOLAND SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
12596 VE-0810 LENSER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
59544 LC-0724 Dovenberg site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
59169 JA-0486 Halik 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
59942 LC-0731 Hoffman Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 
60695 LC-0744 G. D. Wolf II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
  1.5275 1.75 




Lithic scatter 1.5275 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
4678 VE-0355 VE-355 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
4417 VE-0092 CLARK I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
4418 VE-0093 CLARK II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.5275 1.75 
68766 LC-0780 Sopher Valley Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.5275 1.75 
61943 LC-0755 Alrak Noslo Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
61944 LC-0756 Dugal Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
61945 LC-0757 Kysela Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 








Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
61949 LC-0760 Renvaj Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
61951 LC-0762 No Passing Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
61953 LC-0764 Running Cow Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
58970 MO-0623 Zillmer Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
22887 TR-0242 BARTLE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 




Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
59706 TR-0386 Hogsden site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
3924 MO-0081 BRANDAU Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
3927 MO-0024   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
29140 MO-0484 27/33 SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
4029 MO-0038 FORSCHLER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
27518 TR-0316 Sonsalli Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
24124 TR-0283 SCHULTZ SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
24116 TR-0281 SCHLESSER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
24594 TR-0289 BRESKA I Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
8645 VE-0536 MILLER II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
4248 TR-0015   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Mound(s) - Conical 1.6849 1.75 
22427 VE-0920 Wire Hollow Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
24590 TR-0292 BRESKA II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
24125 TR-0285 RON SOPPA IV Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 




Cemetery/burial 1.6849 1.75 




Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
26200 LC-0608 STARCH 1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 




18358 VE-0843 SITE 3 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
23934 VE-0988 ANDERSON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 
8969 VE-0652 LARSON EAST Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.6849 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
69826 LC-0790 Twin Drives Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 




Isolated finds 1.6849 1.75 
69807 LC-0783 Kneifl Road Site Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.6849 1.75 
64090 VE-1306 Corn Coulee Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 
22882 TR-0238 HUNGER SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
4293 TR-0061 Kriesal Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
29637 TR-0368 KULAS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
7565 MO-0094   Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
21298 TR-0190 Lakes Coulee VI Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 




Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
23769 TR-0272 E. SOPPA II Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
21314 TR-0206 SOPPA I SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 
21313 TR-0205 SOPPA II SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
7682 VE-0558 GROSCHEL III Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
3954 MO-0058 HUTCHISON Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
26655 VE-1084 ISOLATE #1 Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
22881 TR-0237 EMERSON SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
28538 TR-0346 LINDERUD Z Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28530 TR-0338 LINDERUD R Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 
28529 TR-0337 LINDERUD Q Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 
28540 TR-0348 LINDERUD BB Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
28526 TR-0334 LINDERUD N Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 




28524 TR-0332 LINDERUD L Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28527 TR-0335 LINDERUD O Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28525 TR-0333 LINDERUD M Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28528 TR-0336 LINDERUD P Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
28531 TR-0339 LINDERUD S Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
28536 TR-0344 LINDERUD X Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28532 TR-0340 LINDERUD T Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
28533 TR-0341 LINDERUD U Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
22565 VE-0907 LEIBEL I SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Isolated finds 1.8424 2 
24119 TR-0277 HAINES Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
11558 VE-0741 CALVIN Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.8424 2 
23938 VE-0989 JAYNE SITE Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Workshop site 1.8424 2 
59152 TR-0376 Thompson Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Lithic scatter 1.8424 2 
11600 VE-0782 DANIELS Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.9998 2 
11597 VE-0779 BRECHER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.9998 2 
11578 VE-0761 STREAMLINER Unknown 
Prehistoric 
Campsite/village 1.9998 2 
11579 VE-0762 AUNE Unknown 
Prehistoric 



















Table 3: Random Locations for the La Crosse Terrace Region. 
 
 
ID SD Value SD Range 
15 -1.9363 -2 
80 -1.9363 -2 
83 -1.9363 -2 
118 -1.9363 -2 
121 -1.9363 -2 
200 -1.9363 -2 
94 -1.778855 -2 
110 -1.778855 -2 
166 -1.778855 -2 
176 -1.778855 -2 
6 -1.62141 -1.75 
25 -1.62141 -1.75 
26 -1.62141 -1.75 
29 -1.62141 -1.75 
140 -1.62141 -1.75 
151 -1.62141 -1.75 
164 -1.62141 -1.75 
171 -1.62141 -1.75 
177 -1.62141 -1.75 
182 -1.62141 -1.75 
72 -1.526942 -1.75 
195 -1.526942 -1.75 
43 -1.463964 -1.5 
66 -1.463964 -1.5 
192 -1.463964 -1.5 
156 -1.369497 -1.5 
22 -1.306519 -1.5 
37 -1.306519 -1.5 
67 -1.306519 -1.5 
139 -1.306519 -1.5 
187 -1.306519 -1.5 
198 -1.306519 -1.5 
32 -1.149074 -1.25 
33 -1.149074 -1.25 
117 -1.149074 -1.25 
162 -1.149074 -1.25 
181 -1.149074 -1.25 
185 -1.149074 -1.25 
188 -1.149074 -1.25 
191 -1.149074 -1.25 
129 -0.991629 -1 
14 -0.834183 -1 
105 -0.834183 -1 
111 -0.834183 -1 
119 -0.834183 -1 
  
 118 
189 -0.834183 -1 
79 -0.676738 -0.75 
126 -0.676738 -0.75 
149 -0.676738 -0.75 
196 -0.676738 -0.75 
115 -0.519293 -0.75 
17 -0.361848 -0.5 
21 -0.361848 -0.5 
34 -0.361848 -0.5 
51 -0.361848 -0.5 
65 -0.361848 -0.5 
70 -0.361848 -0.5 
87 -0.361848 -0.5 
93 -0.361848 -0.5 
99 -0.361848 -0.5 
153 -0.361848 -0.5 
47 -0.204403 -0.25 
179 -0.204403 -0.25 
193 -0.204403 -0.25 
8 -0.046957 -0.25 
42 -0.046957 -0.25 
53 -0.046957 -0.25 
60 -0.046957 -0.25 
75 -0.046957 -0.25 
89 -0.046957 -0.25 
97 -0.046957 -0.25 
106 -0.046957 -0.25 
109 -0.046957 -0.25 
112 -0.046957 -0.25 
116 -0.046957 -0.25 
123 -0.046957 -0.25 
128 -0.046957 -0.25 
130 -0.046957 -0.25 
131 -0.046957 -0.25 
138 -0.046957 -0.25 
173 -0.046957 -0.25 
178 -0.046957 -0.25 
52 0.110488 0.25 
157 0.110488 0.25 
172 0.110488 0.25 
85 0.267933 0.5 
108 0.267933 0.5 
9 0.425378 0.5 
56 0.425378 0.5 
59 0.425378 0.5 
120 0.425378 0.5 
141 0.425378 0.5 
147 0.425378 0.5 
169 0.425378 0.5 
  
 119 
194 0.425378 0.5 
77 0.582824 0.75 
165 0.582824 0.75 
170 0.582824 0.75 
16 0.740269 1 
50 0.740269 1 
124 0.740269 1 
142 0.740269 1 
12 0.897714 1 
38 0.897714 1 
78 0.897714 1 
86 0.897714 1 
114 0.897714 1 
30 1.055159 1.25 
64 1.055159 1.25 
73 1.055159 1.25 
76 1.055159 1.25 
122 1.055159 1.25 
125 1.055159 1.25 
160 1.055159 1.25 
175 1.055159 1.25 
13 1.212604 1.25 
95 1.212604 1.25 
45 1.37005 1.5 
102 1.37005 1.5 
197 1.37005 1.5 
48 1.527495 1.75 
98 1.527495 1.75 
183 1.621962 1.75 
132 1.68494 1.75 




















Table 4: Random Locations for Middle Fox River Passageway Region. 
 
ID # SD Value SD Range 
8 -2.007267 -2.25 
64 -2.007267 -2.25 
70 -2.007267 -2.25 
140 -2.007267 -2.25 
21 -1.801732 -2 
32 -1.801732 -2 
47 -1.801732 -2 
51 -1.801732 -2 
84 -1.801732 -2 
117 -1.801732 -2 
182 -1.801732 -2 
185 -1.801732 -2 
4 -1.596197 -1.75 
23 -1.596197 -1.75 
73 -1.596197 -1.75 
121 -1.596197 -1.75 
129 -1.596197 -1.75 
133 -1.596197 -1.75 
153 -1.596197 -1.75 
163 -1.596197 -1.75 
195 -1.596197 -1.75 
198 -1.596197 -1.75 
7 -1.390662 -1.5 
36 -1.390662 -1.5 
45 -1.390662 -1.5 
154 -1.390662 -1.5 
10 -1.185127 -1.25 
12 -1.185127 -1.25 
50 -1.185127 -1.25 
137 -1.185127 -1.25 
152 -1.185127 -1.25 
85 -0.979592 -1 
97 -0.979592 -1 
157 -0.979592 -1 
181 -0.979592 -1 
53 -0.774057 -1 
71 -0.774057 -1 
116 -0.774057 -1 
125 -0.774057 -1 
171 -0.774057 -1 
6 -0.568522 -0.75 
17 -0.568522 -0.75 
56 -0.568522 -0.75 
83 -0.568522 -0.75 
  
 121 
111 -0.568522 -0.75 
124 -0.568522 -0.75 
145 -0.568522 -0.75 
34 -0.362987 -0.5 
37 -0.362987 -0.5 
59 -0.362987 -0.5 
81 -0.362987 -0.5 
110 -0.362987 -0.5 
112 -0.362987 -0.5 
119 -0.362987 -0.5 
26 -0.157451 -0.25 
69 -0.157451 -0.25 
144 -0.157451 -0.25 
200 -0.157451 -0.25 
27 0.048084 0.25 
75 0.048084 0.25 
79 0.048084 0.25 
88 0.048084 0.25 
120 0.048084 0.25 
127 0.048084 0.25 
135 0.048084 0.25 
150 0.048084 0.25 
168 0.048084 0.25 
41 0.253619 0.5 
49 0.253619 0.5 
58 0.253619 0.5 
60 0.253619 0.5 
86 0.253619 0.5 
95 0.253619 0.5 
103 0.253619 0.5 
105 0.253619 0.5 
113 0.253619 0.5 
131 0.253619 0.5 
179 0.253619 0.5 
189 0.253619 0.5 
191 0.253619 0.5 
29 0.459154 0.5 
48 0.459154 0.5 
52 0.459154 0.5 
57 0.459154 0.5 
72 0.459154 0.5 
93 0.459154 0.5 
99 0.459154 0.5 
102 0.459154 0.5 
107 0.459154 0.5 
109 0.459154 0.5 
115 0.459154 0.5 
  
 122 
126 0.459154 0.5 
130 0.459154 0.5 
136 0.459154 0.5 
139 0.459154 0.5 
143 0.459154 0.5 
151 0.459154 0.5 
164 0.459154 0.5 
172 0.459154 0.5 
173 0.459154 0.5 
176 0.459154 0.5 
190 0.459154 0.5 
192 0.459154 0.5 
196 0.459154 0.5 
19 0.664689 0.75 
25 0.664689 0.75 
38 0.664689 0.75 
40 0.664689 0.75 
42 0.664689 0.75 
43 0.664689 0.75 
55 0.664689 0.75 
61 0.664689 0.75 
62 0.664689 0.75 
63 0.664689 0.75 
89 0.664689 0.75 
91 0.664689 0.75 
94 0.664689 0.75 
101 0.664689 0.75 
104 0.664689 0.75 
106 0.664689 0.75 
159 0.664689 0.75 
16 0.664689 0.75 
166 0.664689 0.75 
170 0.664689 0.75 
188 0.664689 0.75 
11 0.870224 1 
22 0.870224 1 
28 0.870224 1 
67 0.870224 1 
78 0.870224 1 
96 0.870224 1 
142 0.870224 1 
147 0.870224 1 
197 0.870224 1 
1 1.075759 1.25 
3 1.075759 1.25 
13 1.075759 1.25 
16 1.075759 1.25 
  
 123 
24 1.075759 1.25 
31 1.075759 1.25 
65 1.075759 1.25 
77 1.075759 1.25 
82 1.075759 1.25 
123 1.075759 1.25 
158 1.075759 1.25 
160 1.075759 1.25 
167 1.075759 1.25 
180 1.075759 1.25 
186 1.075759 1.25 
193 1.281294 1.5 
54 1.486829 1.5 
87 1.486829 1.5 
98 1.486829 1.5 
114 1.486829 1.5 
141 1.486829 1.5 
149 1.486829 1.5 
156 1.486829 1.5 
44 2.103434 2.25 
100 2.103434 2.25 
122 2.103434 2.25 
138 2.103434 2.25 
178 2.103434 2.25 
199 2.103434 2.25 
169 2.308969 2.5 
146 2.514504 2.75 































SOIL DATA AND CALCULATIONS 
 
 
Table 1: The La Crosse Terrace Region soils data. 
 
Crop 
Name Corn Yield MUKEY SD Values SD Ranges 
Corn 30 437079 -2.2512 -2.5 
Corn 35 437071 -2.0937 -2.25 
Corn 35 437103 -2.0937 -2.25 
Corn 35 425070 -2.0937 -2.25 
Corn 40 432101 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 40 432161 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 40 437057 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 40 437078 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 40 437102 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 40 772420 -1.9363 -2 
Corn 45 432100 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 45 432196 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 45 437072 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 45 437073 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 45 772472 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 45 425069 -1.7789 -2 
Corn 50 432146 -1.6214 -1.75 
Corn 50 432195 -1.6214 -1.75 
Corn 50 437070 -1.6214 -1.75 
Corn 50 772460 -1.6214 -1.75 
Corn 50 772471 -1.6214 -1.75 
Corn 53 772456 -1.5269 -1.75 
Corn 55 432127 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432134 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432142 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432159 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432160 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432162 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 432183 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 437068 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 437069 -1.4640 -1.5 
  
 125 
Corn 55 437077 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 437094 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 437105 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 437106 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 772475 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 425173 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 425174 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 55 425040 -1.4640 -1.5 
Corn 58 772446 -1.3695 -1.5 
Corn 60 432133 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 432143 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 432144 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 437067 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 437101 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 437104 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 772445 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 425170 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 425179 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 425109 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 60 425039 -1.3065 -1.5 
Corn 65 432121 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 432171 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 432192 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 432199 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 437131 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 437066 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 437124 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 772447 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425168 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425169 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425086 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425105 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425107 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425108 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 65 425038 -1.1491 -1.25 
Corn 70 432099 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 432139 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 432201 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 432211 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 437056 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 437088 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 437108 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 772417 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 772438 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 772477 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425171 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425178 -0.9916 -1 
  
 126 
Corn 70 425183 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425185 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425067 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425083 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425115 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425134 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 425151 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 424985 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 70 424988 -0.9916 -1 
Corn 75 432118 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 432120 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 432153 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 437033 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 437037 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 437053 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 437080 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 425081 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 425082 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 425085 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 425104 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 75 425137 -0.8342 -1 
Corn 80 432098 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 432135 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 432138 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 432210 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 437055 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 437060 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 437117 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 437129 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 772437 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 772462 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 772476 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425177 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425182 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425066 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425114 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425140 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 424984 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 424987 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425004 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425010 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 80 425016 -0.6767 -0.75 
Corn 85 432119 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 432132 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 437029 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 437052 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 772416 -0.5193 -0.75 
  
 127 
Corn 85 772487 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425074 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425075 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425084 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425103 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425136 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425054 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 424979 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 85 425034 -0.5193 -0.75 
Corn 88 772415 -0.4248 -0.5 
Corn 90 432092 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 432093 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 432097 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 432137 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 437038 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 437054 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 437059 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 437100 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772414 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772442 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772453 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772461 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772483 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 772486 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425064 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425065 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425102 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425113 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425124 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425133 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425139 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425149 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 424943 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 424953 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425008 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425014 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 90 425022 -0.3618 -0.5 
Corn 95 432114 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 432131 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 432156 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 432190 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 437039 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 437065 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 437097 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 437099 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 772418 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 425176 -0.2044 -0.25 
  
 128 
Corn 95 425076 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 425101 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 425148 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 425053 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 424931 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 424978 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 425013 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 1590518 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 95 1590787 -0.2044 -0.25 
Corn 100 432155 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 432169 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 433417 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437036 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437058 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437062 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437064 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437109 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437110 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 437121 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 772441 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 772452 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 772459 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 772480 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 772485 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425100 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425123 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425131 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425132 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425138 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425145 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425052 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 424930 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 424932 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 424941 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 424952 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 424977 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425000 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425021 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 100 425030 -0.0470 -0.25 
Corn 105 432113 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 432140 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 432157 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 432167 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 432170 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 432191 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 437098 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 437127 0.1105 0.25 
  
 129 
Corn 105 772432 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 772443 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 772454 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 772458 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 772470 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425167 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425175 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425099 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425147 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425154 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 424928 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 424929 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 424939 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 424951 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 105 425020 0.1105 0.25 
Corn 110 437063 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 437091 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 437096 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 437120 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 437128 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 772419 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 772451 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 772479 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 772484 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425189 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425068 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425072 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425122 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425144 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425146 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 424920 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 424922 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 424938 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 424994 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 110 425028 0.2679 0.5 
Corn 115 432115 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 432216 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 437030 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 437051 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 437093 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 437126 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 772428 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 425191 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 425073 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 425152 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 425153 0.4254 0.5 
Corn 115 425026 0.4254 0.5 
  
 130 
Corn 118 772469 0.5198 0.75 
Corn 120 432112 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 437031 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 437044 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 437119 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 772424 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 772457 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 772464 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 772468 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 772478 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 425097 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 425120 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 425142 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 425143 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 424919 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 424927 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 120 425025 0.5828 0.75 
Corn 125 432176 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 2375651 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437048 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437050 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437075 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437076 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437092 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 437125 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 772427 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 425164 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 425096 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 424918 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 424926 0.7403 1 
Corn 125 1857500 0.7403 1 
Corn 130 432107 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 437116 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 772413 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 772425 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 772426 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 772450 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 425091 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 425095 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 425121 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 424925 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 424966 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 424973 0.8977 1 
Corn 130 424997 0.8977 1 
Corn 135 432089 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 432141 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 432187 1.0552 1.25 
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Corn 135 437032 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 437047 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 437049 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 437061 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 437074 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 437089 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 772430 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 772436 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 772444 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425080 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425094 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425118 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425127 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425157 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425163 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 425060 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 424917 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 424937 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 424992 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 135 424995 1.0552 1.25 
Corn 140 432091 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 432150 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 437114 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 437115 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 772412 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 772440 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 772449 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 425090 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 425093 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 425119 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 425162 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 425046 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424956 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424960 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424964 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424971 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424993 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 140 424996 1.2126 1.25 
Corn 145 432149 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 432184 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 432186 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 437035 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 772435 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 772448 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 425079 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 425092 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 425156 1.3700 1.5 
  
 132 
Corn 145 425161 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 424936 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 424959 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 424962 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 425045 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 1590524 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 145 1590525 1.3700 1.5 
Corn 150 432189 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 432203 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 437090 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 437095 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425047 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425048 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425051 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425058 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425062 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 424935 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 424958 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 424961 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 150 425037 1.5275 1.75 
Corn 153 772411 1.6220 1.75 
Corn 155 437046 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 772410 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 772434 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 425192 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 425078 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 425155 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 425061 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 424934 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 424957 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 155 425036 1.6849 1.75 
Corn 160 772433 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 425077 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 425135 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 425050 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 424933 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 425003 1.8424 2 
Corn 160 1596625 1.8424 2 
Corn 165 425049 1.9998 2 
Corn no data 437130   
Corn no data 437132   
Corn  no data 437034   
Corn no data 437045   
Corn no data 437118   





Table 2: The Middle Fox River Passageway Region soil values. 
 
Crop Name Crop Yield MUKEY SD Values SD Range 
Corn 30 425423 -2.8294 -3 
Corn 35 425421 -2.6239 -2.75 
Corn 45 422878 -2.2128 -2.25 
Corn 45 426129 -2.2128 -2.25 
Corn 50 426133 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 50 425424 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 50 422877 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 50 426075 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 50 423977 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 50 423745 -2.0073 -2.25 
Corn 55 423979 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 422593 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423980 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 426131 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423975 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423971 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423966 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423677 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423678 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423952 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423741 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423976 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 426132 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 422895 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 426071 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423954 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 55 423985 -1.8017 -2 
Corn 60 426073 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423740 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426104 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423744 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 422889 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423984 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426093 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423983 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426079 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426078 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426074 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423752 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426070 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426034 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426069 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426035 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 422572 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 426136 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 422768 -1.5962 -1.75 
  
 134 
Corn 60 426077 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423667 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423676 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 423953 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 60 422826 -1.5962 -1.75 
Corn 65 422573 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 423970 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 423988 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 422914 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 426099 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 426117 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 426116 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 426158 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 422772 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 426135 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 423728 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 423731 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 423763 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 65 422571 -1.3907 -1.5 
Corn 70 422606 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426154 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423973 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422825 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422807 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423967 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422814 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422850 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422576 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423969 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423743 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426106 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423723 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423727 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423730 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426101 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422887 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 425491 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426098 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426123 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 423751 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 426096 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 425526 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 70 422526 -1.1851 -1.25 
Corn 75 422532 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426148 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426149 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426150 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426109 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426103 -0.9796 -1 
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Corn 75 426151 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426153 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422567 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 425453 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422875 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422575 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422544 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422844 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426042 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422873 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 425415 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422541 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 423665 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422849 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 425488 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426046 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 423762 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 423708 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422913 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426038 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 422901 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 426157 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 75 423711 -0.9796 -1 
Corn 77 426088 -0.8974 -1 
Corn 77 426048 -0.8974 -1 
Corn 80 422529 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423686 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423750 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422832 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422829 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422538 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422860 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425490 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425487 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425412 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425590 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426095 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422858 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423991 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426122 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426097 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423733 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425589 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426100 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422770 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426102 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423722 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426108 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426107 -0.7741 -1 
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Corn 80 426126 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422907 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426141 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426142 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422903 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423951 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425449 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426105 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425514 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422824 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425422 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423760 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 425414 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423964 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 423963 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 422872 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426061 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426064 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 80 426056 -0.7741 -1 
Corn 85 423664 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425513 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423761 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423707 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425420 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425452 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425550 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423719 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426037 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423710 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425476 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423696 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423680 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425448 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426052 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425486 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426041 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426045 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423759 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 425410 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426082 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426044 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426081 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 426080 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423700 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422851 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422845 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422843 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422874 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423968 -0.5685 -0.75 
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Corn 85 422773 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423956 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422543 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422855 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422531 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 423950 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422811 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422810 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422602 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422566 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 85 422800 -0.5685 -0.75 
Corn 88 426047 -0.4452 -0.5 
Corn 88 426087 -0.4452 -0.5 
Corn 90 423949 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422906 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422586 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425409 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422833 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422835 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425411 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422563 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425500 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425472 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425512 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 423681 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 423682 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 423685 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422857 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 423705 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425418 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425524 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422769 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 423732 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425525 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426055 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422859 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 425447 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422886 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426125 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426060 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426121 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426063 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422871 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 422537 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426062 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426120 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 90 426124 -0.3630 -0.5 
Corn 95 422813 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425446 -0.1575 -0.25 
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Corn 95 423663 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422597 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423699 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425442 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423695 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 426066 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 426068 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425578 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423709 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425438 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423758 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423714 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423718 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425417 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425419 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422776 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425499 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425399 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 423706 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422791 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422899 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425485 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425451 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425511 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 426051 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422869 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 425475 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422793 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422598 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422585 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422596 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 95 422799 -0.1575 -0.25 
Corn 97 426086 -0.0752 -0.25 
Corn 100 425467 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422777 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422778 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425477 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422802 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422560 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422527 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425474 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425498 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425556 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 426085 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425481 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425463 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 426090 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 426091 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425497 0.0481 0.25 
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Corn 100 425444 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422885 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422786 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 423670 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425445 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422789 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 423684 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422806 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422847 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422796 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 423704 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422583 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 423961 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422599 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422834 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425533 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422584 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422911 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422868 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422587 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425575 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422581 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425471 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 426059 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422562 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 425532 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422866 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 422856 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 100 426140 0.0481 0.25 
Corn 105 425435 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422890 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423689 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422530 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426144 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423683 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425404 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422582 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422790 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422792 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425504 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423668 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422580 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425496 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425510 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425509 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425565 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426049 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426050 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426053 0.2536 0.5 
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Corn 105 426054 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423669 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425440 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425436 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422535 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426146 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423995 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423694 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423716 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425437 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423757 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423713 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425573 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422775 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423717 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422846 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422767 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422534 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422839 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425530 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423698 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 423766 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422610 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425439 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422611 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426065 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 426067 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 422554 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425441 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 105 425577 0.2536 0.5 
Corn 110 425574 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425464 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422838 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425465 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425466 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425585 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425469 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425538 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425468 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425537 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425536 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425460 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422822 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425572 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425428 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422805 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425459 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425458 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425457 0.4592 0.5 
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Corn 110 425535 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425541 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425456 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425531 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425542 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423703 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423721 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422864 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422561 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423738 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423962 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423693 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423675 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423697 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425470 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426110 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422867 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426159 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422589 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426145 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426143 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422787 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422910 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426111 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425479 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425480 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426112 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 426113 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423981 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422797 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422788 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423994 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422565 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 425495 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423702 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 422795 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423672 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423673 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 110 423987 0.4592 0.5 
Corn 115 422609 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425529 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423958 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422837 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425586 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422842 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422557 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422553 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422551 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425576 0.6647 0.75 
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Corn 115 422880 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422528 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422881 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425571 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422570 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425503 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425478 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425508 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425507 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422801 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425506 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425493 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425494 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425505 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422803 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423674 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423687 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423688 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423965 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425502 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423715 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422816 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423726 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425523 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 425501 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423692 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 423712 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422780 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422782 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 115 422812 0.6647 0.75 
Corn 120 425540 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425539 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425398 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422848 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422852 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422898 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422900 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422909 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425549 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422916 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422863 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426127 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425431 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425430 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425492 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423661 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423671 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423735 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423742 0.8702 1 
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Corn 120 426030 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426031 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426032 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426033 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423765 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425407 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426139 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423739 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426128 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422558 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422559 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422601 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422608 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423982 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423989 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423990 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 423996 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422785 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422804 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 422823 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 426138 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425405 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425570 0.8702 1 
Corn 120 425406 0.8702 1 
Corn 125 425561 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422549 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425483 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425484 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422781 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422915 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422908 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425429 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 423725 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422862 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 426036 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425564 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425562 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422798 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425521 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425528 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425527 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 423957 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425567 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425568 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422876 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425522 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422550 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422902 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422779 1.0758 1.25 
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Corn 125 425569 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422556 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 422552 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 125 425563 1.0758 1.25 
Corn 130 422883 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 426115 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 425401 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 425520 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 425519 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 422548 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 422808 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 425588 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 426114 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 423724 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 425587 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 130 422577 1.2813 1.5 
Corn 135 422884 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 422547 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 422578 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 426119 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 426118 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 422882 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425402 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 426084 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 426083 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425408 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425518 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 423960 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 423756 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425517 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425516 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 423690 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425455 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 135 425403 1.4868 1.5 
Corn 140 425433 1.6924 1.75 
Corn 140 425548 1.6924 1.75 
Corn 140 425434 1.6924 1.75 
Corn 140 425462 1.6924 1.75 
Corn 140 422809 1.6924 1.75 
Corn 145 423755 1.8979 2 
Corn 145 425558 1.8979 2 
Corn 145 425560 1.8979 2 
Corn 145 422828 1.8979 2 
Corn 145 425461 1.8979 2 
Corn 150 422817 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 150 425557 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 150 425559 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 150 423754 2.1034 2.25 












  SD Value 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .194 
Positive .194 
Negative -.036 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.368 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .047 
 












Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.126 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .159 
 




Corn 150 425544 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 150 423734 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 150 425543 2.1034 2.25 
Corn 155 423691 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 422821 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425583 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 423737 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425581 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425547 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425580 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 422766 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425546 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 155 425582 2.3090 2.5 
Corn 160 425545 2.5145 2.75 
Corn 160 423736 2.5145 2.75 







  SD Vaues 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .311 
Positive .311 
Negative -.198 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .997 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .274 
 






  SD Value 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .198 
Positive .003 
Negative -.198 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 2.133 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
 





  SD Vaues 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .192 
Positive .192 
Negative -.060 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.295 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .070 
 









  SD VALUE 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .183 
Positive .183 
Negative -.111 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.376 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .045 
 






  SD VALUE 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .148 
Positive .148 
Negative -.108 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.279 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .076 
a. Grouping Variable: K-S Test 






















  SD VALUE 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .198 
Positive .043 
Negative -.198 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .873 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .430 
 







  SD Value 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .053 
Positive .031 
Negative -.053 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .602 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .862 
 





















  SD VALUE 
Most Extreme Differences Absolute .187 
Positive .187 
Negative -.103 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z 1.213 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .106 
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